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San Diego has chicken; EKU gets Colonel 
By Scott Mandl 
Contrfe.Ung wriUr 
The university cheerleading squad will 
include • 6-foot Colonel mascot next year, 
beginning with the first football game, ac- 
cording to Dr. Hayward "Skip" Daugher- 
ty, director of Student Organizations and 
Activities. 
University President Dr. H. Hanly 
Punderburk has approved the mascot and 
the concept of the mascot, said Daugher- 
ty. He described the proposed mascot as 
a "pleasant bolting, athletic, hunk of a Col 
oneL" 
The foam-faced costume wil cost •2,000 
to $2,500, according to preliminary 
estimates received by the mascot commit- 
tee. The committee was formed at the re- 
quest of Punderburk to investigate the 
possibility of adding a mascot to the 
cheer leading squad. 
Punderburk, in a written statement 
Monday, said a mascot would be "an 
enhancement for public relations pur- 
poses." such as being present at events bice 
the February's Higher Education Rally 
held in Frankfort Punderburk noted the 
university is the only public university in 
Kentucky without a mascot. 
Funderburk declined comment on the ex - 
peocHture of university funds for a mascot. 
Daugherty said tryouts for the mascot 
position will begin with aclinic held at 3:30 
p.m. April 29. Tryouts will be May 6 or 
May 6. Interested students need to contact 
the Student Activities and Organizations 
office for additional times and locations. 
The position will be open to both man 
and women, although candidates should be 
between 6 foot, 8 inches and 6 foot, 2 in- 
ches to fit into the suit. 
"We're looking for someone who can pro- 
ject personality," said Daugherty. "The 
mascot must snow a lot of enthusiasm, a 
lot of school spirit will be a focal point at 
athletic events. Also, the goodwill am- 
bassador for the university at special 
events." 
The committee voted to order the suit, 
which would indude a head, enlarged 
clothing, shoes and two pars of hands 
from Scollon Productions, a mascot 
designer located in White Rock. S.C. The 
other company which submitted an 
estimate and sketch wss Stagecraft of 
Cincinnati. 
Concern was expressed by several com- 
mittee members about the Colonel's ex- 
pression and the perception it might 
create. 
"I want the Colonel to be pleeaant- 
looking." said JaanetU Crockett, dean of 
Student Life. "We're asking the audience 
to respond to this animal and they're not 
going to respond to one that looks sad or 
stern or dignified'' 
Daugherty told the committee that a 
*kiitrh''w**""wB pi»MM*J«i«iii lug, tff^r^M 
would be worked up and returned to the 
committee for approval before being sent 
in for actual construction. 
Daugherty said he hopes to borrows suit 
or mask for the students' use during 
tryouts. 
SAEs receive 
April showers bring... 
A university student walks in the courtyard between Todd and 
Dupree halls on his way to class Monday morning. Records were 
Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
jt across the state for unseasonably cold weather this week, 
forecasters are predicting a warming trend for next week. 
Revenue key to team fate 
By Amy Wolf ford 
Lack of athletic revenue and ns- 
tional athlstic associstion guidelines 
were contributing factors in the 
dsfitkw to drop the univsrsity's 
swim teams. 
The university's athletic ex 
peditures ware above average and 
the deletion of the swim teams 
allows the university to remain 
within Nationial Collegiate Athletic 
Aseociation, Ohio Valley Conference 
•iidTitk IX guiddinas.aaid Donald 
Combs, university athlstic director. 
The university Athlstic Commit- 
tee recommended Apr! 2 that both 
the men's and women's swim teams 
be drooped after this year. Univer- 
sity President Dr H. Hsnty r^inoer- 
burk will make a recommendstion 
on the proposal to the Board of 
Regents at Saturday's meeting. 
Ths university spends 11.9 million 
on its sthletic progrsms. The univer 
sity receives 1860,600 from gate 
receipts, activity fees, program sslee 
and other sources of revenue. This 
means the university must con- 
tribute tl.l million to the athletic 
fund. 
This amount is about 1466,000 
more than ths average National Col 
legiate Athlstic Association school 
spends. 
The university's tl.l million con- 
tribution to the athletic budget, 
however, nearly matches the NCAA 
average intake, according to the 
President's Commission Survey of 
Integrity and Finance Issues in In- 
Urcollegiate Athletics, • study done 
for the NCAA. 
The university had to make up the 
difference in expenditures and 
revenues internally, snd contributed 
57.4 percent of the sthletic budget, 
while most restitutions only put 33 
percent of the funds into athletic 
budgets, the same report showed. 
The comparison also stated most 
other tfhiffa's °*KfHwf **y?*t hnynn* 
from events, television and radio 
coverage, contributions, and stu- 
dent fees than did the university 
This past year the swim teems 
ware budgeted about $79,000, but 
Schilffarth elected president 
\ 
By Phil Bowling 
Newe editor 
In what was one of the lowest 
voter turnouts in several years, 
Steve Schilffarth and Jim Ac- 
quaviva have been elected president 
and vice president of Student 
Association. 
1,466 students voted Tuesday in 
an election that for the first time 
combined both executive and 
senatorial positions. 
Approximately 12,000 students 
were eligible to vote. Schilffarth will 
serve aa ths students' represen- 
tative on the Board of Regents 
Schilffarth and Acquaviva receiv- 
ed 842 votes to defeat Rhonda 
Goodman and Shelly lanaaa, who 
got 618 votes. 
Last year two preeidentisl elec- 
tions ware bald; in the first, 2,000 
student, voted, but after the elec- 
tion waa declared invalid due to 
aliensd voting infractions. a second 
was held in which 2.200 students 
voted. 
According to slsctions chslrmsn 
Jon Marshall, the votes this year 
had been dose throughout ths ear- 
ly part of the day. "Until about 8 
pjn.it had bean practJcafly one vote 
for Goodman and one vote for 
Schilffarth." Marshall said. 
"After we counted ths first two 
boxen of bellots, both candidates 
were tied." Marshall said. "It was 
Ister in the election that Schilffarth 
took a lead" 
According to Marshal, the ballots 
had to be separated before they 
could be entered into the computer. 
The separation process waa handl- 
ed by Marshall and aanate president 
Kan Reams In a locked room. 
Ballots ware separated and 
entered into the computer 
throughout ths day. Update reports 
on votes bang cast wars not made 
available to anyone. 
Per the first time, student* were 
given the opportunity to vote for 
senators  and  the  president/vice 
president during one election. The 
combination election increased 
voting for senators. 
r's aanate elections 
f only 426 votea Although 
1,466 ballots ware cast for the ex- 
ecutive offices, only 1.222 students 
voted for senators. 
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probation 
for violation 
By Alan White 
Edlter 
Sigma Alpha Epeilon fraternity 
ha. been placed on "social probation 
in regards to the lodge." according 
to a statement mlasssd by the 
university last Friday. 
The S AE fraternity maintains an 
off-campus fraternity house at 230 
S. Collins St. Approximately 10 
members live at the bouse 
Michael Dailey, 18, an SAE 
pledge from Eriangnr. died March 7 
after ha attended a party at the 
spent 886.000 last year, Combe eakt 
Howevsr, he said eliminating the 
team was recommended because it 
wae the moat feasible way to allow 
the athletic program to slay in line 
with NCAA. OVC and Title IX 
eligibility regulations. 
Combs said ha did not expect any 
athletic teams to be dropped next 
year. 
Aside from the recommendation 
of dropping the swim teams. Combs 
said eeveral other strategies will be 
executed in order to obtain addi- 
tional funds for athletics. 
These could include a beefed-up 
marketing plan or increasing stu- 
dent activity fees. 
(See REVENUE, Pags 7) 
A university review committee 
farmed to investigate events sur- 
rounding the death concluded ac- 
tivitiss at the house on the night of 
Dailsy's dssth violated rule. 
concerning the consumption of 
alcohol by minors. 
The sanction issued by the univer- 
sity is "designed to have educa- 
tional, aa well a. punitive value," ac- 
cording to dm statement. 
The sanction has been reviewed 
and approved by Dr. Hayward 
"Skip" Daugherty, director of Stu- 
dent Activities snd Organizations 
The eanction includes: 
^Tho fraternity will be placed on 
social probation in regard to the 
lodge from April 11.1888, through 
April 11, 1887. This probation 
moans there will not be any 8AE- 
related social acti vitiea or gather 
inga at ths fraternity lodge; 
• No alcohol will be permitted in 
the lodge or on its grounds for the 
duration of the sanction, with the 
erraption of thcieeuistubsis residing 
in the lodge who are 21 years of age 
or older; 
• Akwhcac beverages will not be 
permitted at  SAE  activities, in- 
activitiee and related evenU for the 
period April 11, 1986, through April 
11. 1887; ^ 
• The fraternity will be required 
to develop and present an educa- 
tional program for each ca* the cthsr 
Greek organisations on campus. 
Ths progiam will focus on alcohol 
awareness, legal liability, fraternity 
code of conduct and policy and law, 
and 
• The fraternity will sponsor a 
speaker of campus-wide interest 
during the 1886 fall earnest or 
relating to the subject of legal 
liability and responses drinking. 
If ths fraternity doss not aesst the 
conditions of the sanction, its 
charter would not be honored by the 
university. 
Officials at the fratsrnity's na- 
tional headquarter, in Evanston, 
I1L, wars unavailable for comment 
Dailey's father Samuel said 
Wednesday he wasn't eupiieed by 
ths ssm than ptfitd. in toman Ikai 
with his son's death. 
"I didn't anticipate anything any 
Dailey said he was notified of the 
sanctions by Daugherty. 
Dailey said his famih-U trying to 
understand what happened on the 
night of their son's death. 
"It's not giving me any answers," 
he said. 
. .sunning hours "°vm9 P*****" emm. 
Susan Morrisey, a sophomore law enforcement major from Har- 
rodsburg, catches a few rays on Saturday morning behind the 
Stratton Building. 
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Center Board 
comes alive 
this weekend 
There is a good possibility this 
Sunday that students will be of 
y fered the chance to hear six pro- 
gressive  music   bands in  the 
Ravine. 
We say good possibility 
because rain canceled this past 
Sunday's plan for three of the 
six bands to perform. 
It's also a possibility because 
the bands are under contract for 
three weekends, meaning some 
could play this Sunday and the 
others the next. 
It's also a possibility because 
this weekend could be a repeat 
of last weekend. 
We think it deserves space on 
the editorial page because the 
event offers students something 
out of the ordinary. 
Out of the ordinary in that no 
one can remember when six pro- 
gressive bands have played at 
one time on campus. 
Out of the ordinary in that few 
can remember when a pro- 
gressive band played on 
campus. 
For the uninitiated, pro- 
gressive music refers to a sound 
that is rarely heard on Top 40. 
The music can be heard at 
times, however, in the 
background on soundtracks of 
recent movies, such as "Pretty 
In Pink." 
Unfortunately, no matter how 
much a listener enjoyed the 
music during the movie, he will 
probably never hear the song 
again unless he buys the tape or 
album. 
Some have called it punk, 
others new wave. Some refer to 
it as dance music. Folk rock is 
another label for some pro- 
gressive music. 
The concerts this Sunday in 
the Ravine attempt to change 
all of that speculation the 
university community has 
toward progressive music. 
The bands that could be play- 
ing, Two Small Bodies, East 
Coker, Golden Age, Johnsons, 
I.S. and Velvet Elvis, represent 
some of the finest progressive 
rock music this region has to 
offer. 
Progressive music still yet 
comes under different 
definitions. 
We wont try to come up with 
one of our own. Instead, we urge 
students to attend Sundays 
concerts and decide what pro- 
gressive music is or isn't. 
Give the sound of these bands 
a chance. 
You won't be at one of those 
required-attendance Center 
Board events where the pro- 
fessor is taking role. If you don't 
like the music, simply leave. 
You won't lose any money 
because the events are free to 
the university community. 
If nothing else you can get a 
cheap buy on a hot dog*and cola. 
The people we are addressing 
are those who claim there is 
nothing to do here on the 
weekends. 
With the scheduling of these 
events, however, that is no 
longer an excuse. At least for 
this weekend. 
Go home this weekend if you 
have to. But come back a few 
hours early and catch the 
concerts. 
We are also addressing the 
people who do stay here on the 
weekends and claim there is 
nothing to do. 
Granted, progressive music is 
not the end-all to providing the 
university community with 
popular Center Board events. 
But perhaps this is a start. 
The thanks for bringing the 
campus these groups should go 
out to the students working on 
Center Board. 
They have worked to bring 
the campus community this 
entertainment without an ad- 
missions charge. 
Again, these groups will begin 
playing around 4 p.m. this 
Sunday. 
Show up and give them a 
chance. Better yet. give yourself 
the chance to listen and be 
entertained. 
New election 
marks change 
Congratulations are in order 
for Steve Schilffarth and Jim 
Acquaviva 
Congratulations should also 
go to senate for combining the 
presidential/vice presidential 
and senate electiona 
It could very well be the only 
thing current students will 
remember senate for. 
Perhaps Schilffarth and Ac- 
quaviva can pick senate up off 
its feet 
Well stll wave our flags for 
a reduced number of senate 
seats and a lower budget. 
Maybe the two new officers 
can atrip senate of its 
playground atmosphere of "I'll 
be on your side if you H be on my 
side." 
Again, the first issue senate 
must address is its poor atten- 
dance of senators. 
It •earns in the last few weeks, 
attending senate meetings has 
become a thing of the past for 
some senators. 
There has also been talk 
among some close to senate that 
the attendance policy was not 
being enforced fairly. 
We would like to see Schilf- 
farth   and Acquaviva  exhibit 
some courage on issues. 
One recent leader of senate ap- 
peared to be more interested in 
keeping a low profile than trying 
to represent students by letting 
them know his stand on issues. 
Some thoughts for Schilffarth 
and Acquaviva: 
• Schedule a weekly meeting 
with university President Dr. H. 
Hanly Funderburk. 
This should be a regularly 
scheduled weekly n»*tlng to 
keep the president posted of stu- 
dent needs and wants; 
-»Again, work toward reduc- 
ing the number of senate seats. 
Make seats on senate valuable 
and meaningful, and 
»- Aa for student apathy - 
od luck. It's something we've 
ad to fight the last year with 
rah editorials to stir student 
ereet. 
We urge students to support 
a workable senate. 
Despite the relatively low 
voter turnout this year, we 
think the right amount of work 
in the right areas wil persuade 
students to drop their apathetic 
*> 
Perspective 
Accident-prone driver triumphs 
Hoy obvaDUaMy 
drive by msfl. Ho 
to have by 
io.hk.or 
was trained to 
without b.- 
■ hit I lag 
Within the first month after 
becoming a licensed driver, Roy 
wrecked bis vehicle two times. 
AH were his fault All damaged 
the other automobiles. All left hii 
'76 station wagon unharmed. 
An atomic bomb could not have 
scratched the wagon. 
The first wreck WH the least pain 
fuL It wss aside-swiping, side panel 
incident   There were no 
'Off the record" 
demoHshsd on sight. 
Two of the man. aside from believ- 
ing both wan driving the car, tried 
to convince Roy that he should not 
have reported the accident. 
This was. the men said, because 
more damage was dons to their 
automobfls than the station wagon. 
Roy. in his ever-eo-gracioua r 
d up for truth, justice and 
Amy Wolfford 
bSssaaM  l 
casualties. 
The second wss not so bed. Roy 
could blame the snow for that one. 
You see, his windows were fogged, 
but he alid on the ice. 
That wreck also went without a 
casualty. 
But this weekend, things were dif- 
ferent. Roy's ""g-T^ of s car wss 
not the culprit. Someone else has 
caused the accident. 
Thank goodness there were still 
no casualties. 
The scene of the accident waa 
typical at first glance However, 
distinct differences could be found. 
No.l, Roy wss not at fault 
Three older men, s father, a son 
and a friend, had violated the 
bumper zone of Roy's wagon. 
The men were had been drinking, 
and drinking mighty heavily. They 
were also shoving the tiniest of ham- 
burgers down their throats in order 
to cover up the alcoholic smsU of 
their breath with grease 
The trio wss lucky it hit the 
massive vehicle, and not some 
foreign import. 
A tiny ear surely would have 
stoo    . 
the American way. 
He told the policeman, despite bis 
peat driving record, he definitely did 
not beck into the truck 
The father had been driving the' 
truck whan I bit the station wagon. 
But by the time two ssaaaiaawl 
policemen arrived at the scene, the 
son claimed be waa the driver of the 
automobile. 
"Can you walk a straight line, left 
toe to right heel, right toe to left 
heel?" questioned the policeman. 
The man could not even tell his 
left from bis right 
After fsaaaf the detailed sobrie- 
ty teat, the son. a mare passenger in 
the vehicle, was arrested for driving 
under the influence of alcohol. 
The father, who was actually the 
driver, felt guilty and proceeded to 
tell the policeman be drove the vahi 
els as it closely approached Roy's 
car. 
He, too, del not know bis left from 
his right 
Th* policeman then arrested both 
man for driving the same vehicle 
under the influence. 
The friend bad long left the scene. 
Roy asked the three passengers in 
his wagon if they were hurt 
Hie three buddies aaid they were 
doe* to death, for they had just died 
laughing at the scene which unfold- 
ed before their eyee. 
That story mads shout ss much 
sense aa both man driving at the 
earns time. 
The event proved to be a new ex- 
perience for Roy. He bad never been 
in an accident that was not his fault 
Maybe Roy's  luck wss  after 
jafS3rh,,mmn«to 
Uuesa again. The next day it was 
back to the same old grind Or 
should we ssy ■saaisat. 
look 
In other words 
■ ■' 
To the editor 
More toftball 
It concerns me very much to read 
the Progress this past Thursday, 
and to realiaa that the organization 
of Women's Softball, that 
represents Esstern Kentucky 
Universtiy every yesr, continues to 
receive no publicity from the univer- 
sity's paper. 
I finally receive coverage from a 
Progress photographer last week at 
one of our home games and was very 
disappointed that the Progress did 
not approve for any pictures or 
story to be published on ths 
Woman's Softball Club. 
The members of the Softball club 
are very defeated, in order to form 
an intercollegiate team for competi 
tion with other eurroundtag colleges 
and universities. 
They have to give that extra mile, 
since the university refutes to sup- 
port women's aoftball aa a varsity 
sport. 
Actually, the lack of support from 
Eastern Kentucky University is 
very discouraging to the women on 
campus that are very interested in 
softbell, especially sines ths sur- 
rounding area is ever increasing on 
ths sport of women's aoftball. 
If the Progress is still considering 
placing an article in the campus 
paper concerning the Women's Soft- 
bail Team of EKUfchan I would like 
to greatly push the article being the 
coach and rssprsssnt stive of the 
club for the oast two 
All ws ask for is s little publicity 
during our season in ths spring of 
the year along with other clubs and 
organizations of this university, 
such ss: intramursls, Greek 
organizations, bowling, soccer, 
rugby, and ice hockey clubs. 
There's much talk on campus at 
the time about the swimming teams 
of Esstern being terminated. Soon 
they also wfl bain the asms boat ss 
ths other ckibs of this university, 
sad will receive vary little support, 
concern or even publicity from 
Eastern. 
I would guess that a large percen- 
tage of students on campus do not 
even know that EKU is represented 
by e women's aoftbal teem, even 
though we print schedules every 
year for their benefit which are paid 
for by the members of ths club. 
Please bear our plead for some 
much needed recognition ss being 
part of Eastern and give us the 
publicity we deserve as an EKU 
organization Thank you. 
" aeems the university believes in 
saving the best for last and boy was 
I surprised to find anything this 
good waiting for ma at the end of 
mv prestigious career at Eastern. 
Believe it or not there is an office 
on campus that is not on a perma- 
nent lunch break, nor are they in a 
(See LETTER8, Pege 3) 
To report a news or story    To place an ad: 
MaeTartet 
CD&P works 
Well, I have really taken the 
semester off in terms of iwptming 
the skeletons in that giant univer- 
sity closet. But before I graduate 
there are a few things I would like 
to ssy in praise of one department 
here at EKU. 
Newe 
Phil Bowling 622-1872 
Organizations 
Suzanne Staley 622-1872 
Features 
Terri Martin 622-1872 
Arts/Entertainment 
Darenda Dennis 622-1872 
Sports 
Mike Marsee 622-1872 
Pictures 
Sean EUdns 6221872 
Ron  Server 622-1882 
Leanne Fields 622-1882 
Subscriptions areH«vailable 
by mail. Cost is 50 cents per 
issue or $ 15 per year payable 
in advance. 
The Eastern Progress is a 
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Collegiate Press, the Ken- 
tucky Intercollegiate Press 
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Advertising Managers. Inc. 
r .. 
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In other words 
__ 
ICo«U»usd from Page 2) 
tail spin, nor do they consider 
student*   second   class   citizens. 
T^«y *re the profeMionaJ quality 
staff of the Office of Cam* Develop- 
ment and Placement. 
More students should visit this of 
fice during their junior year because 
there is simply not enough time 
once you are a senior to take advan- 
tage of all of their services. 
M. West 
Graduation pledge 
Graduation day means both look- 
ing back and looking ahead. I think 
I could write a book on either one. 
But since I only have a short 
space I will touch on locking ahead. 
Are you ready? Because this is go- 
ing to be a good one. 
God granted ma the gift of intu- 
tion when it comes to working with 
children so after a long while I decid- 
ed to let this institution do its best 
to develop my raw talent via 
elementary educetion. 
I started out with wide eyes and 
high standards. Apparently, too 
high. One of the things I remember 
them saying before I got too far 
along was, "Don't try to change the 
world. Yon can't do it." 
For a long time I believed that 
and developed the philosophy that 
I have a very idealistic view that 
I'm looking at realistically. 
Wall, maybe in some respects 
that's not such a bad philosophy, 
but then late one night, during my 
semeeter of student teaching, I 
realized the responsibility that I had 
chosen for myself and thought, 
"Why cant I change the world?" 
Certainly with the "I can't" at- 
titude I moat definitely would not 
change the world. 
And I got mad at Eastern for 
teaching it to me. 
After teaching the kinds of kids 
I've bean teaching I realized that 
children, all children, need leaders 
who have the guts to change the 
world. 
So I charge you, those of you who 
are graduating from sducation. Do 
not walk up that stage to receive 
your diploma if you are not willing 
to make the dedication to change 
the world for children. You don't 
deserve it 
And those of you who ere already 
employed kt the profession. I charge 
you. If you have not made that 
dedication, make it or quit 
For the sake of the children you 
teach or those adults whom you 
teach to become teachers, never let 
another student begin by hearing. 
"Don't try to change the world. You 
can't do it" 
What a terrible, dangerous, un- 
true value that is to instill in s 
young mind 
I bag you snd I pray to God that 
these do not remain simply gradua- 
tion day wards. 
Take them to heart. Have the 
guts to be a shaper, not just for 
students, but of people. Take them 
to heart. 
Have the guts to change the 
world. Have the guts to be s 
teacher. 
Mere P. fi 
Guidelines for letters to the editor 
The Eastern Progress en- 
courages its readers to write a 
letter to the editor on any topic. 
Letters submitted for 
publication should be addressed 
to the newspaper and must 
contain the author's address and 
telephone number. 
Letters muet include the 
suthor's signature. Carbon 
copies, photocopies and letters 
with illegible signatures will not 
he accepted. 
Unsigned letters will not be 
accepted. 
The Eastern Progress routine- 
ly condenses letters before 
publication; however, grammar 
and punctuation will not be 
corrected. 
The Eastern Progress uses its 
own judgment to determine if s 
letter is libelous or in poor taste, 
snd reserves the right to reject 
any letter. 
Letters should be typed and 
double-spaced. The- should also 
be no longer than 260 words 
(about one and one half pages). 
The Eastern Progress also 
gives readers an opportunity to 
express more detailed opinions in 
a column called "Your Turn." 
These columns should be in the 
form of an editorial. Those 
interested in writing a "Your 
Turn" should contact the 
newspaper before submitting an 
article. 
Letters should be mailed or 
brought to The Eastern 
Progress, 117 Donovan Annex, 
Eastern Kentucky University, 
40475. 
The dtsdlinf for submitting s 
letter for s specific issue is noon 
on Monday prior to Thursday's 
publication. 
Letters will be used in accor- 
dance with available space. 
Classified 
IMMIGRATION CON- 
SULTATION:   DANNY   L. 
OWENS ie available to practice 
Immigration and Nationality 
Law, Inducing student viaa and 
status problems and obtaining 
faculty Labor cwtiflcssJons. The 
Fourth Floor, 717 West Main 
Street, Louiaville, Kentucky 
40202, (503586^084. Member of 
the Immigration and Nationali- 
ty Lawyers Association. Ken- 
tucky law doee not certify 
epedaltiee of legal practice. 
HELP!! We are swamped with 
nrntimJtttmAnnamAimmMmm All ere 
fantMtiC bargains. No 
reaeonable offers refueed. 
VCR's, Boonibonoa, Stereoe, 
Gone, Typewritere, Jewelry, 
Amps, 35mm Cameras, Guitars, 
Musical Instruments. We will 
pawn, tends, boy or sell thane 
items and more. DONT WAIT. 
COME SEE US TODAY! 
JIMS PAWN SHOP, 3rd & 
Water Sta. 623-2810. 
CASH-We boy or Loan Money 
on sUver, gold, diamonds, TVs, 
guns, electric typewriters, 
binoculars, power tools, video 
recorders, gaiters, banjos, 
microwaves, class rings, etc. 
JOHNSON DIAMOND EX 
CHANGE Big Hill PUm. Shop- 
ping Center, 630 Big Hill Ave., 
Rifnanond, 60^623-4535. (All 
loans handed in a dignified and 
strictly confidential 
YEAR END BEACH BREAK 
only $99 for s week st Fort 
Walton Beach, south Padre 
Island and, Day tons Beech! 
Hurry, call Sunchase Tours for 
more information toll free 
1-800421-BM1 TODAY! When 
that hut test is over.-Break for 
the Beech with Sunchase! 
STORE-ALL best little store 
house in Richmond. SELF 
STORAGE units on Big Hill 
Ave. Store your furniture, 
records, books, seasonal items. 
Office located at JOHNSON'S 
DIAMOND EXCHANGE 630 
Big Hill Ave. 623-1535 
Ship your packages UPS or 
Purolater at Hole's Office Supp- 
ly. 110 St. George Street, Rich- 
mond, 6240810. 
Holiday Ian North, Newtown 
Pike, ia now taking applications 
for s.m. and p.m. dining room 
bussers. Above minimum wage 
k tips, good benefits of fared. 
Apply ia person to Tom Hen- 
dricks, personnsl director. 
Monday Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4 
p.m. No phone calls please. 
JEFF - Gucci. Gucci. Gucci - I 
LOVE IT! -TerrL 
DR. HENRY - CongTsts on the 
news. Good luck at Auburn. - 
Your roomie. 
PROGRESS PERSONALS, 10 
Words for only $2. Need more 
info?? CALL 622-1872. 
6 room epartment. First floor, 
unfurnished. Good location. 
623-2223. 
ACT NOW! DISKETTES 
BulkM/4" D8/DD. 49 cents 
each. Lots of SO. These are not 
aoconds. MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE. No questions 
asked. Cal MEI, 1-8006343478, 
90 EOT, MF; 106 Sat. Offer ex 
6716788. 
1968 Mustang. Good condition. 
Best of fer. Call 276ft 
CONGRATS LAMBDA CHI'S 
- Yon wore greet in PI Phi Hoe- 
dowa -Your Little SUtera. 
DEBBIE - LooUa' good. Hang 
ia there, summer's commin'. 
Love, Ron. 
ANTHONY - Be there. Friday 
alto. -YOUR LITTLE 
BROTHER 
Rockets, Kites, Balsa wood. D 
and D supplies. Richmond Supp- 
ly. Phone 623-1398. 
Mo 
Not 
Flowers 
YOUR FULL 
SERVICE FLORIST 
NOW HAS 
BALLCONSI 
Call Now for that 
special gift 
623-4257 
Student Special 
$5 OFF PRICE OF HAIRCUT-STYLE 
S3 OFF HAIRCUT ONLY 
Offer Valid with Student l.o. 
HI   fa     Cop   fa,! 
SjdimaM. KY «0«7S 
i»0»*J I l«II il— » Nvx, W.„ 
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SAVINGS GOOD 
THRU TUES 
APRILS 
,75* AN      EgSA&v We reserve the right to Hmtt 
quantities. 
ONE OF 3 WAYS TO WIN... GET YOUR 
FREE GAME TICKET TODAY AND... 
W* ^L.RY CELEBRATION 
•iftSS^Sanr* 
OVER 300,000 INSTANT WINNERS... FANTASTIC 
PRIZES... TRIPS, CAMPERS, TELEVISION, CAMERAS & MORE 
PLUS... REGISTER TO WIN A GENERAL RUTHERFORD 
10-SPEED BIKE. No purchase necessary. See store for details. ] 
Noxema Skin 
Cream 
6 oz. 
$1.49 
Dorito's 
$1.19 
BARBAS0L 
SHAVING 
CREAM 
11 oz. Thick and 
rich for close, 
comfortable 
shaves. 
79 Limn 2 
BARBASOL GLIDE SUCK 
0E0D0MNT 2.7&OZ M* 
Quaker State 
Motor Oil 
m   io-w-30 
M&M'S CHOCOLATE 
CANDIES 
9.2 oz. bonus 
bag. Plain 
or peanut. 99! 
THERMOS 34 COOLER 
REBATEL 
34 qt. capacity. 
Lightweight. 
Snap-fit lid. 
12s 'H.g 17 9S 
ooou" 
'    «J       '.ten 
199 1  Ml »»• 
•tlmt 
'Rabsts coupon avaisble in slots. 
10-W-30 
88* 
BUDDY L 24" GRILL 
Removable legs, 
4-position grid. 
Model 2407. 13 5% 
No one 
beating a path 
to your door? 
PAVE        THE 
WAY IN 
THE 
PROGRESS 
622-1872 
Get That Dirty Oil Out NOW! 
It's Time For A CLEAN Change! 
-Valvoliilc IOVV30(upto5<|t*.)  -New Oil Filter* 
- r i out cII.ISSIS lubrication 
Dour in I ft iiiiiitiicvilim'l In your cur suffer any longer! 
\l SO- I he IKAI miifllci moiif) < .in liuv is now ON SALK! 
HRl\<;iN I MIS AD and get $5.00 off our Original 
K.xkuiiM Pro Mul ilei -recommended by Darrill Waltrip 
.IIHI gua'ranieeKl Tor life-WHAT A DEAL! Now thru 
! April 30, 1986 
•ill slcx I. tillers only,  ln\\ III mm .n.ul.ililr foi A \IIKIII 
extra charge 
exhaust pro 
DISCOUNT MUFFLERS 
r.iMi in \\\ I'.iss m \i in |< 11\ s MB*    lljHfel 
KN IIIIMHHI. k\ 
<>|Mi..\Mn f.r*»#J#.A. ft»l 624-0190 
»„_     *—r~  
$ 1 OFF Any size pizza! 
623-7724 
119 S. Collins 
Expires: May 4, 1986 
One coupon per pij/a 
Out O'lvers carry leaf, than %20 00 
limited delivery area 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
FREE 
Comet 
Cleanser 
14 oz. 
25* 
I" 
$ 2 OFF Any large one-item 
(or more) 
pizzal 
"I 
623-7724 
119 S  Collins 
Expires: May 4, 1986 
On* coupon per p***a 
TiM6 Dommot Puff   im 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
WO"*' 
V-8 COCKTAIL 
VEGETABLE JUICE 
6-pack, 6oz 
cans. Great 
for lunches. 
Um* 2 pecks. 
-|09 
^auleeee 
SUPERx PHOTO COUPON 
OF PRINTS 
Pay our regular low pric•• for ih• first sat of 
regular slss prints st tha time of processing 
110. IM. 35mm or disc color print film 
(compatible C41 process) end enclose this 
coupon snd get the second eot of prints FREE 
| l*n« on* 'o» or dec per coupon, one coupon 
per order Compat6loC41 proceMfenonty 
Enctota coupon with order 
Good thru May 13. ISM 
KODAK K0DAC0L0R 
VR200F 
CL-135. 
24 exposures 
1.00 Rebate available 
Yon should be under 
SupeRx Pharmacy care 
HAMCMfCl     AH (dvaiMO  «n, m,  ^.isd lo Of  -MdiN 
•MeeftMt »(>• MS) M QV • •©*•   I'  •>« <." Ovl  O* in leNTI—fl 
•n. feu t*a» cftOeH ■ ConvMiWe bund   e*hen a-.•>•*>••   o* 
■ >«enchs»c*   <*rlach *»• tnmte row lo purchsM* the MeETlaMs. 
mm el tm leVuraaerj pnee   Seeeonei ■•me ocejOefl   On*, 
one vanato* coupon *»f) be accepted pea utm I       - -      * ■-    i 
M a Case 
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People poll What do you think of tfwflntncU aid cute? BySoonEMdn* File column in right place 
MeHargws. 
•ord,      park      aad     reereatlea 
"It's gong to hurt the student* 
who can now barely afford college" 
Sesaa       Arvle.       Irtiimii, 
rramaiort, 
McH argue Arvin 
"Hell, what do you 
Daeay j-ior.   IM 
"I can't see how the people that 
do receive fkiancia] aid now will be 
able to attend next year." 
Stacey      Seatoa,      fresamae. 
Michelle   Martial, 
Lexiagtom, f eel 
hoaoore, ii   aop B r
■ swisaillslaa. 
"I don't think it'a far because a 
lot of people wont be able to afford 
to coma to school." 
Charlie McDarasott, ktalor. Daa 
villa, iadastrial edacation and 
technology 
"Lasa money to party with." 
Jill   Schroeriag,    sophomore. 
lowknrflto.1 
"I think that they are terrible.' 
VafSJI 
"I think it stinks, it really does." 
. CiadaaaU. 
physical Satf-' 
Martin McDermitt 
"I don't think it'a right   Some 
people need the money." Schoering Owens 
Plants can give an itchy time 
Health notes 
"Leaves of threw, let them be." 
This is an old adage to warn those 
who go out in the woods, in the 
garden, on the golf course, or just 
in the backyard to look out for 
poison ivy. 
The poison ivy plant has many 
subspecies and can vary in mor-   • 
phology. It may grow aa a vine «U 
climbing up s pole or tree; it may ap   ■» 
pear aa a low erect bush or as a lean    T" 
ing shrub  In any form it has the 
characteristic three leaves. ~ 
Any part of the plant, loaves. 
stem or root contain the resin which     patient. 
causes the rash known aa poison       The rash itself does not spread; 
ivy   The ieevee in  the spring are     later eruptions are due to lees ex 
tender and easily bruiasd. emitting    posure or lass sensitive areas of the 
to* reain; therefore more cases are    akin. 
Dr. Judith Hood 
seen at this time of yaar. 
The rash is an allergic reaction to 
the chemical in the reain. The akin 
first becomes sensitized and s later 
exposure cauaas the allergic 
reaction. 
This reaction is known as contact 
dermatitis. You may not have had 
the rash before but need to be 
cautious; you may have become 
allergic to it from prevfaus exposure 
end may develop a rash. 
People often find it difficult to 
battove that they are allergic to 
something they have been around 
for years 
This is also true of cosmetics and 
medicinee, the person becomes sen 
sitized before having an allergic 
reaction. 
The raah usually occurs in a cou 
pie of days after the exposure to the 
reain. but may not occur for a week 
or more. 
In highly sensitized persons the 
eruption may occur within eight 
hours. The severity and extent of 
the raah depends on the area expos 
ad and the allergic response of the 
The resin of the plant deteriorates 
on the skin in shout an hour. 
However, until this time, it can be 
transferred to other areas of the 
body. 
Often the reain from the hand is 
spread to other areas such as the 
eyelids and groin areas, causing an 
eruption in areas not in contact with 
the plant. 
Inanimate objects such as 
clothing, shoes, golf dubs, etc.. can 
carry the resin for months and can 
cause an alergic response if it comes 
in contact to the akin 
Animals may be """'Tilnsttid 
with the resin from the plant and 
transfer it to s parson. 
The best way to prevent poison 
ivy is to avoid the plant If there is 
s possibility of being exposed, wash 
the area immediately with a mild 
To avoid recontsmination, remove 
any traces of the reain from clothes, 
shoes, car upholstery, sleeping bags 
or any other inanimate objects. 
If a raah does occur,  a cor- 
rhvthmfT7T3 120 S Second St, B2.M06H 
3 movies and VCR 
$8.00 
additional movies $1.50 
Vr. Marion S. Roberts 
OPTOMETRIST 
VISUAL ANALYSIS 
Contact lenses 
Daily Wear - Extended Wear - Bifocals 
Change the Color of YodT^yes with 
DAILY  WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSE 
COLORED EXTtfSIDED WEAR LENSES 
205, Cart 623-6643 
•  k 
ticoaterotd or antihistamine cream 
may give some relief 
An oral M>t<t>lTtfmint may be 
needed to relieve the itching. In 
severe cases with blisters, or when 
the invorvmant is on the face, 
systemic sterioda may be indicated. 
Another cause of an allergic reac- 
tion to be cautious about that It fre- 
quently seen in the outdoor en- 
thusiast is a sting from wasps, 
hornets or bees. 
Usually only a mild local reaction 
occurs, con elating of swelling and 
itching. 
If you have a history of a systemic 
reaction to any kind of stings, you 
should keep an emergency kit han- 
dy - time is an important factor. 
For prevention, watch where you 
ait or walk to keep from disturbing 
the stinging insects. 
Perfumes and sweat saaswfcg 
odors not only attract the opposite 
sex. but attract the baas aa wall and 
should be avoided if you plan to 
spend time la the outdoors, par- 
ticularly if you have allergies 
Local raarrinsia pen ha mmialmi 
by applying cold compresses Meet 
tenderizer contains an enzyme thst 
destroys the offending protein. A 
paste of the tenderizer and water, if 
spplied inunsdiaiely, may prevent s 
reaction. 
Just gotta do it OotU write one 
truaeal fais— II rnfcini.. « 
variety of prose 
Ah. but this column, this one will 
be different 
This column will be void of the 
symbolism. Who cares whst 
someone has to write if the words 
bold meaning only to the writer? 
Such is not only a waste of the 
writer's time, but the reader's also. 
No, the symbolism I refer to tries 
to hide the emotions of the writer to 
the point only the writer, or s select 
few. under stand the trot meaning 
This, I suspect, is tniy a waste of 
time. 
And. oh yea. that sty. of pan that 
■Hows the reader to see his own ex- 
periences staring back up at him 
from the script. 
What a fcrce. Leave it in the 
drugstore paperbacks. 
No. the columns I And myself 
reading over and over again do one 
of three things: move ma. make ma 
laugh, or are just plain difficult to- 
put-down siterestlng. 
So, back to this farewell column. 
What will it do? What won't it do? 
Not ajsjsjjsjg to be a eaaanwj 
writer, mind you, I just know what 
I like to reed. 
What I wtl or will not accomplish 
in this space remains to be seen. 
You are now about halfway 
through it and have probably learn- 
ed nothing shout the writer or learn- 
ed nothing from the writing. 
You are probably scratching your 
head. If you've gotten this far, 
you're truly of an optimistic breed. 
Optimistic in that you hope the 
time you've spent with this work 
will be worthwhile and rewarding. 
But first ask yourself why Itis 
you read columns. Isn't your own 
life intereetng enough to put down 
on paper? 
I find personal account columns 
to be the utmost in tedium. I find 
it hard to put down only because 
I'm having too much tin wadding 
up the piice of work hi my hands 
Alan White 
and going for two. 
The reader should be able to hold 
final   work   of   thought   or 
""iightlssanaas in his 
Only in his hands  is It truly final. 
Ha no longer has to look at it if it's 
in a wadded condition. No one alas 
will be able to look at it either. 
A farewell column should be that 
way. It should lead the reader to 
wad it up and toss it in for two. 
If it is a final piece of work it 
deserves s final resting place. Not 
stuck to some door or wall to '-e ex- 
hibited for all to see. 
Wa do however exhibit the dead 
but only for a few hours. Why on 
earth people want to seethe dead for 
the last time in a state they rarely 
ever saw them before is a mystery 
tome. 
The piece of writing you hold in 
your hands may be one of those 
pieces that deserve s Isying to rest 
So let's all practice a session of 
finality together today, OK? 
Start a little tear up next to the 
top left-hand aide of the headline 
Good. Now tear down the side of the 
column to the last line of the first 
column. Ah yes. you've dons this 
before. 
Now, tsar across to the last line 
all the way to the period It's great 
to work with the aipej tamed. 
Now, careiilly, tear up the side to 
the top of the page. Stace this col- 
umn always starts at the top of the 
page, you get to skip step four. 
Now, wad carefully and go for 
two. 
University student found dead 
By Pail 
University student Christopher 
Love was found deed k» hia 8unue4 
Avenue apartment last Thursday. 
An unwanted gas heater was 
found in the apartment Although 
traces of gaa wars pi Sams', an autop- 
sy is being parfoiiuod to determine 
the cause of death. 
Love, a junior forensic science ma- 
jor from Creatwood, lived at 226 
Sunaat Ave. 
The body of the 21-year-old waa 
discovered at 6:62 p.m. Thursday 
when   friends   questioned   his 
whereabouts 
According to Charles DeBord, 
assistant police chief, aome 
residents in the complex where Love 
lived attempted to enter his apart 
men t after ha had not bean seen all 
day. 
"They heard a stereo ox television 
and tried getting him to answer the 
door.'' DeBord said. 
"After being unable to enter 
through the door, they took a lad- 
der and climbed into his second 
Story apartment," said DeBord 
''They discovered Low's body on 
the floor aad called aa ambulance. 
They worked with him f or a long 
time but was never abb to revive 
him." DeBord said. "Ha bad bean 
dead for less than 24 hours. " 
Madison County Coroner Embry 
Curry dechned to discuss the case 
until the autopsy report is complete. 
Investigations are being con- 
dncted by the Richmond Police 
Department and the coroner's of- 
fice. "The body did not show any 
evidence of foul play." said DeBord 
Aa   autopsy   report  should  be 
ready early next weak, said Curry 
Love, is survived by his parents 
Lewie and Bra Love of Crestwood 
Sarvkas ware held Monday at 
*oass Funeral Home in Crestwood. 
n 
JACK' 
ONE HOUR CLEANERS 
Phone 623-6244 
205 Water St., Richmond, Ky 
QUALITY DRYCLEANING 
AT REASONABLE PRICES SINCE 1964 
• INSURED STORAGE •SUEDE & LEATHER 
• ALTERATIONS SERVICE 
Experienced Silk Cleaning 
FREE PARKING AT THE DOOR 
Sun Shoppe Tanning Salon 
|10 visit8-$29.95 . Single visits-$3.5u| 
310 East Main, Next to Central Liquors 
Within walking distance of Campus. 
Phone: 623-8110 
Open: Mon-Pri 8? Sat 9-6 Sun 1-6 
WE'RE THE ANSWER. 
Acro*» 
(5.fast, quality copies 
9.great service 
12.convenient hours 
14. binding 
Down 
1. passport photos 
2 friendly atari 
3.flyars.brochures,reports 
4 much,much more 
111111101 
University Shopping Center 
Eastern By Pass. Richmond 
{606) 624-0237 
OUUHOtWIS 
M.MUV lk.r.4.v SM-7 SS 
I -Urn, IWtN 
Sal«eav is ss-s ss 
(tnrifty Duccnmifi 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
on all rooms 
'waterbeds available 
THRIFTY DUTCHMAN MOTEL 
24 HOUR TANNING CENTER 
(606)6236813 
Single Session 
Five Seasons for 
Ten Sessions for 
Fifteen Sessions for 
$3.25 
$15.96 
$25.95 
$34.95 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A MEEK 
24 HOURS 
623-8813 
Elevator 
repair 
ongoing 
By 
Arte 
and electronic pro- 
bleme restated In UM renovation of 
elevators in Todd Hall 
Accordine; to Jwwtti Crockett. 
cleanct Student Life, the universi 
ty '■ PRIDE ~——H1tt M^wrt^il 
an evaluation of all elevators and 
trash chutee on campus to find pro- 
biama that naadad correetme;. 
ReeulU of tha evaluation showed 
that tha renovation of the Todd Hall 
elevatora wee ana of tb» PRIDE a 
main MaMBeMi 
Jimmy Gay, Todd Hall dorm 
diractor, aaid the elevatora had baan 
abuaad by atudanta. Ha aaJd doora 
had baan Uchad off (hah- hineee. 
walla war* badly scratched and the 
floor bnttona had baan penned in 
with aticka. 
Another problem, which Crockett 
aaid waa annoying '<* raaidanta. 
waa atudanta could never be aura 
which floor they would and up on 
becauee tha control pointe on tha 
elevator buttona weren't accurata. 
Crockett aaid the new elevator 
care are equipped with a different 
type of control mechaniam. not pre- 
eent in any other elevator on 
campua. 
There's no good arcuae for van 
daliam, but we are attempting to try 
this kind of elevator aystem to »ee 
if. in fact, it works better," Crockett 
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Eldot 
dies 
By Aaay Wolf ford 
A university prcaeeeors < 
who had been waiting two years for 
a heart transplant died late Monday 
afternoon of cardiac failure. 
Shari Eldot, 23, waa pronounced 
daad at Pieebytarian University 
Hospital w Pittsburgh of eerdiac 
failure after aha developed severe 
blood pressure and breathing 
difficulties 
Eldot waa tha daughter of 
Howard Eldot. an amoriati pro- 
feeeor of special education. 
Eldot remained in good spirits 
throughout bar wait for a replace- 
ment heart, aaid Linda Hanson, in- 
structor in tha maaa communica- 
tions department and madia 
spokeswoman for tha Friends of 
Shari Eldot 
The Prianda of Shari Eldot waa 
formed two years ago to collect 
money to aid tha family's medical 
HeelS up! Prograaa photo/Rob Carr 
Balance is a key to successful hacky sack playing and David Keal.      mastered the game as he kicks the hacky sack up in the air near 
a junior psychology major from  Louisville,  seems to have     the Powell Building. 
Demo candidates debate issues S 
University health inaurance 
would not pay $236,000 for tha 
operation because it 
Tha 
to 
famfly 
raiaa M6.000 far rs: 
By Am, Wolfford 
According to Gay, renovation 
started two weeks ago. Todd Hall is 
equipped with two elevators. Gay 
said one elevator waa left in opera 
tion while tha other waa being 
repaired. 
Crockett aaid staff reports from 
Todd H all said the one completed" 
elevator no longer skipped floors. 
However, Tom Gallagher, a resi- 
dent, aaid tha remodeled elevator 
•till doesn't function properly. 
Gallagher, a biology major from 
Edgawood, aaid he had ueed tha 
newly remodeled elevator and it had 
skipped floors twice this week. 
"I don't even take tha elevator 
anymore. Ifs a waste of time,'' 
Gallagher aaid. 
Oennie Smith, another Todd Hall 
resident, voiced the same complaint. 
"The light will coma on on tha 
control panal and whan I puah my 
floor number, but right before ft 
Cthare.itgoeeoffandekipsmy 
."Smith aaid. 
Renovation    on   tha    second 
elevator is expected to be completed 
this 
Library open 
during summer 
Tha John Grant Crabba 
Library will be open tha following 
hours during tha summer. 
Intacsesskin: May laXJune 18, 
MWF from 7:46 am. until 4 p.m.; 
TR from 7:46 a.m. until9 p.m.; and 
closed Saturdays, Sundays and 
Memorial Day. 
Calling his opponents soft on 
crime, one candidate for state senate 
•ccuaad his competition of not be- 
ing aapwiomed or not voting for 
Iff"   that  would  rsform   the 
'Criminal justice system. 
William Clouae, John Lackey and 
Aubrey Morris each agreed 
i-riminals in tha commonwealth 
ahould not be treated softly, but 
Clouae aaid ha thought hie op- 
ponenta were not as qualified aa hV 
"One of my opponents has no 
criminal justice record end the other 
opponent dose have a record, a 
•anate record. He has voted every 
time, orVynatotanthr. to be soft on 
crime." Clouaehah! 
The debate took place April 16.t 
a candidates forum sponsored by 
the Richmond League of Woman 
Voters in tha university's Perkins 
Building. 
Tha Bias Clouae aaid Lackey 
voted against wan cantrallaad 
criminal histories, capital punish 
ment for sodomy, persistent felony 
ortendarlawa and the crime victims' 
compensation fund. 
Lackey served in ths ssnate from 
1976 until 1977, and aaid ha voted 
•gainst two of the bills for what he 
thought were good reasons. 
"I know I did not support tha 
crima victims' rmia,iMnsfliai hill for 
one reason: It coats too darn much 
"As it's been adapted, tha crime 
commfttar is contributing to that 
fund; I obviously could support 
that." Lackey said. 
Lackey aaid hiidJd not seek a se- 
cond tarn in office for personal 
"I didn't Ike (former Gov. Julian) 
Carroll... and ha didn't like me. I 
couldn't gat anything dona in of- 
fice.'' ha aaid. 
At that time, Lackey aaid he alao 
had a calling to attend the eerninacv 
Ha alao aaid ha thought ad- 
ministering tha death penalty for 
Crimea other than homicide has been 
ruled unconstitutional by tha U.S. 
Supreme Court. 
Morris, tha only candidate who 
doss not possess a law degree, said, 
"I would like for the racord to show 
I certainly would not be soft on 
crima and would support any 
legislation that the law would deem 
nscaaaary to punish a person." 
Issues of parole and prison 
financing were alao touched on dur- 
ing last week s debate. 
"It la not smart to put raatrictiona 
on parole boards because wa don't 
have a place to put the people, "said 
Lackay. 
"Until we are willing to spend the 
money it is not smart to restrict 
us from lotttag out tha onaa we can 
let out," ha aaid. 
Clouae aaid: "It ia important peo- 
ple who commit crimes serve at 
least half the time they are aen fenc- 
ed to. Under the priaant system, 
they are aarving onoflfth of the 
tima." 
Clouae alao aaid prior criminal 
records should be admissible in the 
courtroom and parole board hear 
ings should be open to tha public. 
The three candidates said the key 
to better education in Kentucky was 
additional revenue. 
Lackey, a Richmond attorney. 
■aid:'There will be nothing signifi- 
cant for adoration without money. 
I°_f"!_2?* I*T*BB*> *a have to etart looking at sources we were not 
willing to look at before. ' 
These eourcee included taxes on 
unmined minarala, thoroughbred 
horaaa and batter collection of in 
tangible tease, he said. 
Clouae, a Richmond lawyer and 
tha former Madison County at- 
torney, aaid: "Wa can investigate 
such things The thing we have to 
be willing to do as state senators ia 
be willing to make whatever deci 
aton ia necessary... beeanee educa- 
tion ia tha future of our state." 
Morris, s retired postal employee 
from Salviea, aaid he felt smaller 
claaa size would beat benefit Ken 
tueky'a atudanta. because of in- 
creaeed personal attention. 
"Tha more children you have 
together, the more probleme. you're 
going to have," ha aaid. 
Lackey said the remarks of his op- 
pooante did not address the pro- 
ie always ths problem of anybody 
running for office. 
" We've got to gat more money 
for education if wo are going to do 
anything, and it name to me thoae 
three areee I  mantaomd are pro- 
bably the toast painful ones to look 
at .111 vote for those three things, 
Lackey said. 
Clouae aaid: "I thought that Mr. 
Lackay waa being vary naive if be 
thinks that's enough nsmay to fund 
education Tha lasponafhls position 
in this case ia to commit to educa- 
tion and back thoae programs which 
will fund education." 
Neither Clouse nor Morris 
mecneesd bow they could finance 
educational programs. 
finish her 
in Cleveland and i 
elegies I 
Eldot   waa   also   interacted   in 
' pursue s 
I B peycJsOiojy. 
The winner of the May 27 primary 
wulieptsssutths Democratic ticket 
in MeaansM, Mercer and Jessamine 
counties Ths seat was formerly held 
by San. Robert Martin, D 
Richmond, who announced his 
retirement earlier. 
In a separate interview, Martin 
aaid ha had neither positive nor 
negative feelings about hia 
retirement 
"I have served aa long aa I can 
without doing detriment to my 
health," Martin aaid. 
forming a support group for people 
who have or would receive organ 
tr anaplan ta. She waa eager to raiaa 
tha aaaanaal aaaianaaa of 
donation pobciee, Hanson aaid. 
Eldot had pulmonary artery 
hypertension, or high blood pressure 
in bar lunga This made it impossi- 
ble for her to get a regular 
transplant. 
Doctors would have to attach a 
new heart to tha old one, but over 
tha two-year period, no compatible 
transplant was found. 
"Shari wa full of opthniam. She 
had a great will to live," Hanson 
aaid. 
Eldot is survived by her parenta, 
Howard and Roealyn Eldot, a 
brother, David, and sister, Rhode, 
all of Richmond. 
Servicee will be at 10 a.m. on Fri- 
day at Adath I areel Temple in Lex 
ington. Visitation U scheduled for 6 
p.m. unitl 7 p.m. today at tha Tur- 
pin Funeral Home in Richmond 
THEOPHILU8 
Come worship with us at 235 North Second St. 
Sunday 9:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.; Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
V I CAN'T 
GO THERE 
AND WORSHIP 
THIS MORNING 
Dial-A-Bible-Moment 6242427 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they're both repre- 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. Trie caduceuson the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. Trie gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Arm/ officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box7/13. 
Clifton. NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN ML 
- I 
BONANZA 
Free Beverage with 
purchase of any meal $299 
A-6 -- The Eastern Progress, Thursday. April 24,  1986 
Campus gets 
spring cleaning 
By Bob Monroe 
Staff writer 
Just u people's homes need 
spring cleaning this time of year, so 
do college campuses. 
University maintenance workers 
are always busy this season, par- 
ticularly this year. 
"This year is different," explain- 
ed David Williams, assistant direc- 
tor of the university's Physical 
Plant. He is in charge of the upkeep 
of the campus grounds. 
The harsh weather during the 
winter of 1984-85 took its toll 
around the campus, said Williams. 
"We've been waiting for funds to 
come in," he said. "We're just now 
financially able to replace the shrub- 
bery." 
Shrubbery is currently being 
replaced around the Keen Johnson, 
Weaver and Begley buildings, as 
well as Case Hall. Plans are being 
made to replace the shrubbery 
around the Poster Building and the 
areas in front of the Koark and Cam- 
mack buildings. 
Williams said he hopes to do work 
around Todd and Dupree halls as 
well as the parking lots along Kit 
Carson Drive. 
"Replacing the dessicated shrub- 
bery from the past year will certain- 
ly beautify the campus," he said. 
"The new shrubbery should last 10 
to 20 years." 
Wiliams stated $26,000 will be 
spent for planting materials this 
year. "The money conies from a 
fund set up exclusively for beauti- 
fying the campus," he said. 
Beginning in early May, the 
university will plant new varieties 
of flower* for the year. 
"The university grows ail its own 
annuals. Weexpect a good crop this 
year," said Williams. 
"The university purchases the 
plant materials." he explained. "We 
do the work, we don't contract 
someone else. Our staff is highly 
qualified and gets the job done." 
The maintenance staff is kept 
busy by other spring jobs as well, 
such as fertilizing, mowing, 
trimming, and marking athletic 
fields. 
Parking lots are also subject to a 
thorough spring cleaning. "We 
clean every parking lot on campus," 
Williams said. "A tot has to be done 
by hand. We normally aren't able to 
clean them thoroughly until Spring 
Break. 
"Projects are done by the 
availability of manpower." he ex- 
plained. "We review methods to im- 
prove efficiency. We're always look- 
ing for less man hours." 
Still, the staff's biggest problem 
in the spring is its biggest problem 
year-round. 
"Litter is by far the biggest pro- 
blem." said Williams. "We would 
like to raise the awareness of litter 
around campus." 
He said the staff leaves as much 
time as possible for litter control. 
Many staff members work full 
shifts on Saturdays picking up lit- 
ter but Williams said he feels the 
problem is possibly getting worse. 
He called on the campus com- 
munity to become aware of the lit- 
ter problem and to assist in any 
way. Williams also said he would en- 
joy working with groups and 
organizations around campus to 
help solve the problem. 
Police beat 
The following reports have been 
filed with the amiversU/s Division 
of Pnblic Safety. 
April 13: 
Menis BWr. Todd Hal. reported the 
theft of 11 pledge paddlee belonging to 
the Sigma PI fraternity from Todd Hall 
Total value is 1363. 
April It: 
Rebeeea Hihlena, McGregor Hall, 
reported the theft of two textbooks from 
the library Total value is «29 
/' 
April at 
Saeaa Wlsee, McGregor Hall, 
reported vieihle smoke in McGregor's 
rmement Anelsi till si motor was deter- 
mined as the problem and an elect i keen 
was called. 
Steven Bine.HI, Lexington, wae ar 
reeted and charged with being drunk in 
a public place 
I aeaeHa#en Lexington, wee nieeted 
and charged with being drunk in a public 
place. 
April 17: 
Geetge Hanejr, Richmond, was ar 
reeted and charged with driving under 
the Indiana < 
Jean Desk, Combe Bulking, reported 
damage to several projector screen*. 
There are no suspects. 
April 18: 
Scott Anderson. Richmond, was ar- 
rested and charged with drinking en a 
highway. 
Maxwell Beak, Richmond, was ar- 
rested end charged with bang drunk in 
a public place. 
Mike Salts, Todd Hall, waa arrested 
and charged with being drunk in a public 
place. 
HAROLD'S LAUNDRY 
CENTER 
DROP IT OFF AND PICK IT UP 
FOR THAT 
PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY TOUCH 
Southern Hills Plaza Phone: 623-0892 
Sdi Contact 
, Lenses* fon 
Basdi&Lomb 
Now's the perfect time to see 
how a great new eye color can 
enhance your appearance. With 
NaturalTint Soft Contact Lenses. 
They can enhance or change 
your eye color dramatically- 
even if you don't need vision 
correction. Just come in for,a trial 
fitting of the four fashionable 
tinted lenses and see the differ- 
ence for yourself. Call today for an 
appointment. 
pr.-W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C.L Davis 
/ Dr. William Reynolds 
•COMPLETE EYE CARE* 
"DOWNTOWN'' 
228 West Main St. 
Richmond. Ky. 
623-3358 
Let Professionals Care for You 
Mon  - Sat. 830 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Paper by committee 
Writing a paper can be an enjoyable experience as these freshmen discovered. Shannon Patter- 
son, left, a pyschology major from Villa Hills, Michelle Dees from Hazard, Holly Cahall, an in- 
terior design major from Louisville, and Sarah Daniels from Fort Thomas, worked on a sociology 
paper near the fountain. 
RHA vice president elected 
Teacher 
stats 
vary 
By Robert Faulkner 
Staff writer 
The number of visiting instruc- 
tors bora at the university "varies 
from year to year, with an average 
of 16," said Dr. John Rowlstt. vies 
president for Academic Affairs 
Visiting irwtructors are basically 
full-time Miyleym rl—fflsrl as 
temporary, which means their 
employment is limited to each 
academic year and can be hired a 
maximum of three years. Bat in 
hired for only one 
"The major reason for hiring 
visiting instructors is to replace full- 
time tenure faculty who are on sab- 
batical leave," said Dr. Donald 
Batch,   damn   of   natural   and 
By Phil Bowling 
Nawa editor 
As the result of s deriding coin 
toss, Cherie Clssvengar was named 
vies president of Residence Hall 
A TTTTristitm rhrring rrm last masting 
of the year. 
An additional vote had bean call- 
ed after Cleavenger filed an appeal 
on the April 7 election The result of 
the second election was s tie 
between desvsnger and Todd 
Smith 
When the elecUon was held, Rep 
Mike Lewis won by receiving 10 
votes. Cleavenger and Smith receiv- 
ed nine votes each 
Although Lewis technically won, 
he was disqualified for not having 
served in RHA long enough. He has 
only been s member sines 
November. 
This decision left a tie vote for the 
office of vice president However, in 
observation of the ballots cast, the 
elections committee realized that 
Cleavenger voted while being 
ineligible. 
Cleavenger'■ vote was considered 
invalid since she was appointed to 
the Kentucky Commurscstion Coor- 
dination  However, she was misin- 
formed on bar voting status when 
ballots were being cast. 
It waa not until the Us vote was 
discovered that Cleavsnger's situa- 
tion had been aueetioned. Therefore 
the committee disqualified 
Cleavenger's vote and appointed 
Smith as vice president. 
Jeanette Crockett, dean of Stu- 
dent Life, brought the appeal before 
the organization. "After reviewing 
all the information, I suggest that 
you are responsible enough to 
decide as s body on what to do," 
Crockett said. 
RHA voted to cast ballots again 
for the position. Secret ballots were 
cast, resulting in s vote of 10-10 
with one abstention. 
RHA President Melissa King con- 
sulted Robert's Rulen of Order, a 
guide to parlimentary procedure, 
concerning the second tie. Accor- 
ding to King and Crockett, the tie 
would bo decided by s coin toss. 
Crockett tossed the coin after 
allowing the candidates to choose 
aides of the coin. Cleavenger won 
with a call of "tails." 
RHA Secretary Mike Evans an- 
nounced the key fund money had 
depleted from $1,360 two weeks ago 
after the body allocated $800 at the 
last meeting. This left the funds st 
$660. 
Requests totaling $490 were ap- 
proved for the purchase of four 
vacuum cleaners. Those requesting 
the money were Commonwealth, 
Telford, Sullivan and Beckham- 
McCreaxy-Combs halls. 
The additional 960 in the fund 
was approved to be given to Case 
Hall for any needs whan the dorm 
reopens next fall. 
RHA failed a bill requiring 
freshmen to use general parking. 
The bill was passed by Student 
Senate on April 14. 
Derby 
infield 
Part 
The bill states any student having 
accumulated less than 30 credit 
hours must park in general p—tring 
areas. This was passed in senate 
with the idea that it would alleviate 
some parking problems. 
After the issue was debated, RHA 
failed the bill. Reasoning for not 
passing the legislation was stated as 
discrimination toward a particular 
group of students. 
When on sabbatical leave from 
the university, profossofs pursue 
research hate or at other research 
centers and receive full salary for a 
semester's leave and half salary for 
a year's leave. 
The process of hiring visiting in- 
structors is identical to that of hir- 
ing full-time instructors. 
The first step is for the position 
to be approved by the vice president 
of Academic Affairs. Then the posi- 
tion in advertised in newspapers 
and the Chronicle of Higher 
Education. 
The third step is for the depart- 
ment chairman and faculty to select 
the right visiting instructor from 
the pool of candidates 
Once selected, a final interview is 
arranged and the candklate is of- 
fered s position. 
Visiting tastructors are offered 
salariea based on academic qualifica- 
tions and experience 
The type of people who apply for 
visiting instructor positions normal 
ly fall under three categories: spouse 
of present full-time instructors; 
graduate students who want to 
teach before completing their doc- 
torate degrees; and people who 
notice the advertisements. 
When hiring visiting instructors 
three common characteristics are 
often considered - aradsmif train- 
ing, academic experience, and 
personality. 
"We've gotten some excellent 
visiting instructors to serve as 
faculty," Batch said. 
headband and two 
wristbands with every 
paid infield admission. 
Join us Saturday, May 3, 
in Louisville for the 
1986 Kentucky Derby. 
Gates open at 8:00 am. 
Infield admission is 
$20.00 per person. 
C 19M Churchill Downs Incorpor sled 
Come in Your Shorts 
PARTY 
Thursday, May 1st 
Wear any kind of shorts & get 
many discounts & chances to 
Win T-Shirts 
Bar-B-Que - Open 
Horseshoes - Darts 
Large Wood Patio 
MADISON GARDEN 
THE PLACE TO PARTY 
TOGA. TOGA, TOGA 
WFMI 
• r% 
TOGA PARTY 
No Cover & Beverage Specials for those in Togas 
TOGA CONTEST — First Prize $60 , Second Prize $25 
Third Prize O'Rfley's and lOOfm novelty kit 
WFMI's own Tom Holiday will be there asking trivia questions and giving away 
T-Shirts, Albums, Sunglasses. 
-■■ r< -    -*c 
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Senators OK 
scholarship 
By Phil Bowiing 
Newa editor 
A student-sponsored scholarship 
was approved at Monday's masting 
of Student Senate. The year's final 
masting was followed by a presiden- 
tial debate. 
Sen. David Wolfiorn told 
senators thai was the first time a 
scholarship waa set up and funded 
by students The scholarship would 
be funded from the annual Fall 
Festival and Spring Fung. 
Currently, the bill is designed to 
award one $460 echrfsrshtp par 
semester. However, srholarships 
will not be awarded until the fund 
has a base of $6,000. 
After the fund has been establish- 
ed, the scholarship would be award 
ed to one student par semester. 
However, Wolfiorn stated hopes for 
awarding additional scholarships as 
the fund increases. 
Wolfzorn introduced several 
minor amendments concerning the 
bill. One amendment states the 
scholarship is to never exceed the 
cost of tuition. 
Senate unanimously passed the 
bill. 
Senate also accepted a resolution 
concerning this year's Spring Expo 
The resolution allocates all excess 
funds from the event to the scholar- 
ship fund. 
Sen. Tammy Dietech stressed the 
importance  of   this  resolution 
"Hopefully, one day we can offer 
more than one of these scholar- 
ships," Dietsch said. 
Senate also heard a resolution 
fam filing the Council of the Diana 
This came aa a request for student 
representation within the council. 
According to Sen. Mary Lynn 
Sturgill, students have seats on all 
other standing committees Student 
rspissoutstkal is vital to getting 
things accomplished, Sturgill said 
After academic-oriented legisla- 
tion is passed by senate, it is heard 
by the Council on Student Affairs. 
Upon this passage, the Council on 
Academic Affairs votes on it and ap- 
proval sends it before the Council of 
the Deans. 
Sturgill stressed concern to 
senate about having a bill go that 
far and be rejected duo to lack of 
support or understanding. The 
resolution was approved by senate. 
Another resolution heard by 
eenate concerned academic 
cheating. The resolution stated a 
concern for but action taken against 
cheating. 
The resolution was approved by 
senate. 
After the meeting was adjourned, 
a presidential debate was held in the 
Dupree Hall recreation room. This 
debate served aa the only direct 
discussion between Rhonda Good 
man and Steve Schilffarth. 
The debate was sponsored by the 
Dupree Hall Council. Sen. Steve 
Parsons served as monitor while 
members of the hall council were on 
the panel 
Both candidates were given 
chance to answer the question, give 
rebuttal and counter rebuttal. Ap- 
proximately 20 students were pre- 
sent for the debate. 
Revenue to aid budget 
(Continued from Page One) 
Increased financing could also be 
generated by soliciting additional 
members into the Colonel Club and 
by placing the concession stand 
revenues under the athletic budget, 
he said. That money has previously 
gone to food service. 
These additional revenues are ex- 
pected to add $194,090 to the 
athletic budget. 
Although the men's and women's 
swim teams ware financed equally, 
the cut would still allow the univer- 
sity to fall within Title IX regula- 
tions because the woman's expen- 
ditures totaled 32 percent of all 
sthletic spending. 
Tana IX, the federal regulation re- 
quiring at least a 70:30 split in 
men's and women's athletic expen- 
dituree, will be upheld The women's 
budget is now down to the federal 
BSasaasaal of 30 percent. 
If the regents approve the recom- 
mendation to drop the swim teams, 
the university will stil fall within 
NCAA and OVC eligiblity 
requirements. 
In order to stay within eligiblity 
guidelines, the university must field 
six man's and women's sports. The 
OVC does not sponsor champion- 
ship events in swimming. 
Chasnajessj >»<[» events are held in 
men's football, basebal and golf; in 
men's and women's basket hall, ten- 
nis and cross country; and in 
woman's volleyball. 
The OVC will decide on two other 
women's sport championships at its 
June 3-4 masting. 
Swimming  is   unlikely   to  be 
event does not occur and only three 
of the seven other OVC institutions 
have swim teams, Combs said. 
Combe, who waa the man's swim 
team coach from 1962to 1966, said 
the decision was difficult, but had 
to be made. 
"Ninety-five percent of the people 
in my position, with the same facts 
and figures, would have done the 
same," he said. 
"Cutting sports is the hardest 
because it affects people's lives, 
disrupts their lives.'' 
) Richmond Plasma Center I. 
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Come Join Us 
Where: Bluegrass Expo 
Center off 
Hurstbome Lane 
behind Ramada Inn 
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Beverages: cash basis 
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m 
Secretary's Week 
April 21 - 25 
Say "Uhanks a 
Sunch" With floters 
ROSE SPECIALS 
6 Roses in Vase 
$11.99 
12 Roses in Vase 
$18.60 
6 Roses in Paper 
$8.99 
12 Roses in Paper 
$13.50 
3-Rose Bud Vase 
$ 8.25 
• price includes delivery 
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till Mage Florist 
125. S. Third 
'downtown next to the 
bus station 
623-0340 
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Dinner 
honors 
retirees 
By C.A. Muter 
Little Colonel Progress photo/Sean Elkina 
Laura Writson, a university alumnae from Ashland, holds her 3-year-old son Jeffry during the 
football team's Maroon-White scrimmage Saturday. 
Case to be ready In fall 
By Pass Logos 
Staff writer 
Whan students return to school in 
the fall. Case Hall will once again be 
ready for occupancy. The women's 
dorm was dosed Jan. 16 after it was 
chosen for renovation, 
David Tedrow, director of Hous- 
ing, said Csas Hall was chosen for 
renovation because it needed it bad- 
ly. Hs said the fourth floor bad no 
beat and during the winter of 
1984-86 some woman had to be 
relocated. 
Tedrow said many changes have 
been made in the dorm. Ceiling 
lights have been installed in each 
room. He said the old fixtures had 
become loose and wires were hang- 
ing dangerously. Flood lights were 
also installed in the front porch area. 
The radiator was cleaned and the 
pipes were all flushed, which should 
clear up any heating problems. 
Tedrow said this process was done 
by using an add mixture and could 
not be dona while the dorm was oc- 
cupied because it could cause 
damage to students' belongings or 
cause injury to the etudents 
themselves. 
Before the renovations, the lounge 
area in Case was small. "I was over 
there a few times and it waa wall-to- 
wall people," Tedrow said In order 
to make the lounge larger, a 
bathroom was taken out and the ex- 
tra space was carpeted. Tedrow said 
this was also work that couldn't be 
done while the building was 
occupied. 
The front doors of the dorm were 
previously not equipped with panic 
hardware, and the key had to be left 
in the door at all times. They also 
created a loud, banging noise when 
they were closed New doors were in- 
stalled, which Tedrow described as 
a "very expansive project." 
The mailbox combinations were 
changed and a new office was also 
installed The, work was done by the 
Physical Plant workers. 
The dorm was closed Jan. 16 and 
was not available for occupancy dur 
ing the spring semester. 
On Oct. 36, approximately 440 
students received letters informing 
them of the scheduled renovation 
and of the fact that they would be 
relocated in other dorms. 
On Nov. 12,824 students had not 
yet been moved out. The other 116 
made room changes on their own. 
Caae Hall students were given first 
priority when room assignments 
ware made for the spring. 
Tedrow said most of the students 
handled the situation wall, but four 
or five were upset about it 
"Nobody Ikes to move," he said. 
"Not a lot of people were happy 
about it. Ws trisd to explain what 
waa being dona and why. We tried 
to get them to understand that the 
gains for the student population 
would be more than they would 
lose." 
Tedrow also said he wanted them 
to look at the cost-benefit ratio. 
"The cost waa low for the benefits 
that we would have," he said. 
Cathy Hendrickson, the director 
of the dorm, became the ad- 
ministrative assistant in the office 
of the dean of Student Life, the 
Residence Hall Programming office 
and the Housing office. She also 
sssnmsd some duties in Clay Hall 
because the director of this dorm 
had been ill Hendrickson will return 
to Caae Hal next fall. 
When asked if he expected 
renovation of other dorms in the 
near future, Tedrow said "You have 
to be realistic. We have to look at 
these buildings and decide where we 
are having problems." 
He also said it was difficult to do 
the work in the summer because 
work   also  bad   to  be  done  to 
academic buildings. 
The cost of the renovation is 
$41,000, according to Earl Baldwin, 
vice president of Business Affairs. 
The renovation wss approved by 
the Board of Regents Nov. 9. 1986, 
and the money came from the 
nonrecurring funds of the 
university. 
Eighteen retiring university facul- 
ty and staff members were honored 
Wednesday during the annual 
Spring Faculty Retirement Dinner. 
Past retirees, unissjatty faculty, 
and invited public attended the din- 
ner held in the ballroom of the Keen 
Johnson Building. 
The banquet opened with the cast 
members from "Working,'' a play 
performed by students of the i 
and theater arts depertm 
viding saaaaaal entertainment. 
A puttiaM, of former university 
President J.C. Powel waa then 
presented by Bill Borsch, pest pr—a 
dent of the Alumni Aseodation. It 
was unveiled by Powell snd his wife. 
This portrait will hang alongside 
those of pest presidents in the Keen 
Johnson Building. 
The retirees ware each awarded 
engraved saver-plated trays and 
honored aa a university heritage 
Thkk along standing rrsdihnn, 
said Donald Feltner, coordinator of 
the dinner and vice president for 
University        Relations        and 
Development 
"It's a nice way to show our ap- 
preciation and to provide an even- 
ing m which to ssnd the htatcrces off 
into whatever direction they are 
Honored letiiuas, moat current 
position bald, and initial year of 
employment, are; 
Erasst E. Byrn, professor of 
chsuMstiy. 1966; Olson a Carey, pro- 
fassor of Eagwsa, 1987; Jsmss E. David- 
son, prassssor of curriculum sad Instruc- 
tion, 1971; Charlotte C. Denny, director 
of  wsrasag,  1997;  Marc A.  Duval. 
aeeociaU professor of accounting, 1978; 
EBJSC. Gaffn. proSsaaor of curriculum 
snd Bwtruction, 197$; James A. Las, pro- 
fsssor of nsssshsieay, 1987; Larry O 
Martin, director of Food Sarvioae. 1960; 
Robert L. Ogle, coordinator of 
vocstional-industrial and technical 
teacher education and profaaaor of in- 
dustrial education and technology. 1966; 
Hsery F. Pipes, aeesstaot director of Ad- 
missions, 1982; ^ 
EaeasVawMUs  N.  OaaTaOT, saNaaatsYOt paTMawaW-aT 
of isssifcslrecarfirtssri, 1979; Wuhan. 
E. Sexton, vies prssldswt for Ad 
minietrative Affairs, 1987; Donald H. 
Smith, registrar and assistant profeeear 
of police administration. 1986; 
DorisO. Sotton, mnrlstiprnsmrs of 
tt^SSsLStteVi 
W VassM-dsrscUvofCoean 
tion sail DHSIISI rine,is—  fillies nf 
Allied  Health  and  Nursing,   1976; 
William CarBaid. aaaodaSi profaaaor of 
Loss Prevention snd Ssfsojr. cad Ka*-Pu 
Taao.  assoolsts pi cssssor of history. 
GRADUATES 
CALL 
1-800-457-4065 
FOR $400 AND 
PRE-A^PROVED 
CREDIT ON A 
NEW FORD 
It's Easy To Qualify 
For $400 from Ford 
Motor Company 
■ You must receive at 
least a bachelor's degree 
or a state RN license 
between October 1, 1985 
and September 30, 1986. 
For Pre-approved 
Credit from Ford 
Credit 
■ You must have verifi- 
able employment that 
begins within 120 days 
of your qualifying vehi- 
cle purchase at a salary 
sufficient to cover ordi- 
nary living expenses and 
your vehicle payment. 
■ Your credit record, if 
N^     you have one, must indi- 
cate payment made as 
^*        agreed. 
■ And don't forget...you 
must receive at least a 
bachelor's degree or a 
state RN license between 
October 1, 1985 and Sep- 
tember 30, 1986. 
These Vehicles Are 
Included In The Plan 
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP, 
Tempo, Mustang, 
Thunderbird 
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz, 
Capri, Cougar 
Ford Truck: Aerostar, 
Bronco II, Ranger, 
F-150&F-250 
A.LGE 
-jsr 
1 
You are eligible for $400 
even if you don't finance 
your purchase. Use it 
toward your down pay- 
ment or get a check from 
Ford after the purchase 
or lease. 
The amount of your pre- 
approved credit is deter- 
mined by the qualified 
vehicle you buy. 
If a vehicle is not in 
dealer stock, it must 
be ordered by June 1, 
1986. Delivery of all 
vehicles must be taken 
by August 31, 1986. 
For complete details on 
how to get your $400 
plus pre-approved credit, 
call the toll-free number 
today. 
1-800^57-4065 
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SOLD IN 3 OR 5-LB.   . 
HANDI PAKS EXTRA LEAN 
Ground— 
GRAIN FED CHOICE 
HOLE9T0 12-LB. AVC. 
Sirloin Tip 
LB. 
SIZE A U.S. NO. 1 
GENUINE 
Idaho 
10 LB. BAG 
GOLDEN CORN, SWEET PEAS, 
FRENCH STYLE OR CUT 
GREEN BEANS 
Del 
egetabU 
16-OZ. CANS 
New Crop Green Peppers or 
Bunch 
Cucumbers 
California 
Fresh 
Broccoli. 
Regular or lowfat Kroger 
Kroger 
4 Cottage $419 
Frozen concentrated 
Troplcona    1|^ 
Orange Juice o 
Premium Quality 
Chiquita 
Bananas 
44 
Washington Extra Fancv 138-Size 
Red or Golden 
Kroger 
2% Lowfat 
Milk 
Gallon 
Plastic 
Jug 
Delicious 
Apples. . . 
us No 1 Large Florida 
Valencia 
»■   .  . Bag 
19 
f1«8 
individually Wrapped & Sliced 
Kroger American 
American 
Cheese■ 
Birds Eye Frozen 
Whipped Topping 
cool 
WHIp    . . 
*BT9 ■ 
Pkg™ 
Extra Fancy California 
Driscoll 
Strawberries 
Full 
Quart 
Kent-Ration Dog Food 
Kibbles 
« BICS   . . . 
Paper 
Colo 
20 IB 
Bag 
Jumbo 
. .Ron 
Makes 8-Ouarts 
Sugar Sweetened 
HAId 
Drink Ml: 
Big value 
SUNKIST, DR. PEPPER 
7-UP, PEPSI FREE, 
MT. DEW, DIET-PEPSI OR 
Pepsi 
Cola 
EIGHT 16-02. BTLS.. 
PLUS 
DEPOSIT 
Dr Pepper, Pepsi Free, 7-up. 
Mt. Dew, Diet Pepsi or 
Pepsi gg 9 
COlO. i . .   cans 
Plain or Peanut . 
MAM'S 24-oz.l 
C--^,, value ■nqy . .     Bag 
<75c OFF LABEL) 
LAUNDRY 
i?6etergent 
72-02. BOX 
8 To 10-lb. Avg. Whole 
■Iscber's $pfl| 29 
Boneless Mam ■ Lb 
.b. 
2 To 3-Lb. Avg. Small Size 
Pork 
fparerlbi . . L  
Potato Chips 
Frito Lay 
Lays 
Liiiilllii'iiiiiillMlm** __, 
U.S. Govt. inspected Frozen 
12 to 16-Lb. Avg. Grade A 
Big value 
Turkeys 
o 
Barbecue 
Open Pit 
Sauce   . . 
30-Ct. BOX 
Glad T 
18-Oz 
Btl.  I 
Grain Fed Choice Boneless TOD 
Sirloin 
Uti 
...    * 
8 to 10-lb. Avg. 
Fresh Family Pack 
* 
.   Lb. 
matchiigbt charcoal 
lib. iaf >s.S5) 
Kingsford 
Charcoal $V99 20 ww
Lb.Bag 
_? .^m   ^*.*mu. 
Assorted BpW 29 
Pork Chops. .Lb. I 
Grain Fed Choice 
Whole 11 to 15-Lb. Avg 
Boneless 
Rib Eyes 
*5P 
Country Oven 
Grain Fed Choice Boneless . 
Sirloin Pi 
Tip BOOSt   . . 
ishbone 12-Pc. Picnic Pak 
Fried 
Chicken 
■MM IJ KI in* 
««•. u* Hum ML 
« <*• ■". «* MM MM. 
By. 
Only 
5 
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Injury limits gymnast's career 
Shawnda McKnight grasped 
the bar and easily MMdWd bar 
lithe 5-foot, 2-inch frame onto the 
uneven bars in the Begley 
Building. 
Showing the form which once 
allowed bar to outecore Mar, 
Lou Ret ton ki a gymnaatica com- 
petition, McKnight, a university 
sophomore, somersaulted over 
the bars. 
McKnight'i audience, four 
children enrolled in the spring 
session of the community 
children's gymnastic program, 
seemed pleased with the 
performance. 
McKnight said her interest in 
gymnastics began as ■ child. 
She said bar mother knew she 
was an athletic child. "She found 
me hanging from my knees on a 
swing when I was 2," she said. "I 
was swinging." 
According to McKnight, she 
has spent two semesters working 
with the children in the com- 
munity program. 
For bar duties. McKnight is 
paid $60 par semester for 
teaching two saeaicrts a week. 
McKnight added that at the 
end of last semester she found 
herself 115 in the hole, after an 
enthusiastic child kicked her and 
bruised a bone. 
"I didn't say anything about 
it, just kind of groaned and said 
Oh' whan it happened," 
McKnight said. The resulting 
doctor's viait coat 176. 
McKnight.    a    20-year-old 
itary education major from 
national standings and waa se- 
cond in the uneven bars 
competition. 
Although aha had only  to 
achieve an overall elite rating, 72 
points out of a possible 80, in the 
four events of uneven bars, 
vaulting, beam exerdae and floor 
routine to qualify for the Olym- 
pics, McKnight's career was 
halted by the injury. 
Aa a reminder, a long scar 
anakes from the back of her knee 
and down around her left shin 
"I could have gone on and com- 
peted, but I waa already a few 
months behktd and I knew a fall 
like that could happen again," 
she said. 
Progress photo/Brian Tester 
Shawnda McKnight practices her gymnastics 
Fairfield, Ohio, said that was not 
the first gymnastics injury she 
had received. 
Her competitive gymnastics 
career ended four years ago due 
to an injury. 
"I waa tired, . * working 
out,"  she  said.  Au. 
McKnight, momentum threw her 
one way, but bar knee didn't 
follow. Ligaments which were 
wrenched from the knee required 
immediate surgery. 
Prior to the injury, McKnight 
wsa a Class I state champion in 
Ohio. She ranked 16th overall in 
McKnight said aha never had 
time for any typo of social life 
while she was trainfog She said 
the lack of a social life, along with 
the possibility of another such 
accident on bar weakened knee, 
made her decide that the chance 
to compote wouldn't be worth 
bar struggle. 
Although McKnight is happy 
with her decision to give up gym- 
nastics, she said she doesn't 
regret her 12 years of dedication 
to the aport. 
"I've got good muscles, body 
control and eelf-discipline. It 
teaches you how to work under 
pressure. So much of it is men- 
tal." ahe 
in 
McKnight said she still keeps 
i shape by lifting weights and 
orking out "I do flips, cart- 
wheels and backsprings around 
the house," aha said 
Classes geared 
toward elders 
B, Terrl Martia 
Features editor 
It'a a warm June day The sun is 
shining, the temperature ia rising 
and students are walking to class. 
Although this scene may be reminis- 
cent of inter session or summer 
school, it actually describes another 
educational program: Elderhoetel. 
Elderhoatal is an international 
education program which offers the 
elderly a chance to attend classes on 
a college campus. 
According to Dr. Effie Creamer, 
a professor in the home economics 
department and coordiia tor of this 
year's program, the only require- 
ment for participation in 
Eldsrhostei is being age 60 or over, 
or being the companion or spouse of 
someone within that age group. 
She added the oldest participant 
to enroll in the university's 1986 
Elderhoetel session is 90years old. 
Although the program offers 
rlassss which are comparable to col- 
lege courses, no academic prere- 
quisites are required. 
"They get classes which are 
academicaly equivalent to college, 
but it doesn't matter if they have 
completed grade school or gone to 
graduate school," said Creamer. 
"Everyone can get something out of 
the class." 
According to Creamer, this year's 
offerings st the university include 
three courses taught by faculty 
mam bars. 
One course, to be taught by Dr. 
Jerry Perry of the mass communica- 
tions department, will focus on the 
Mullins gives grounds woman's touch 
By Robert Faulkner 
Staff writer 
Three months ago the university 
grounds crew gained a new element. 
It wasn't an additional chore to go 
along with trimming the hedges or 
keeping the lawn of the president's 
home neat, but another worker: the 
first woman on the 30-member 
grounds crew. 
Carolyn Mullins, a 26-year-old 
native of Wayneeburg, said she has 
had little difficulty in handling her 
position " cause I'm a farm girl. I 
grew up on s farm and done 
everything, so I was used to 
grounds work," she said. 
She said her farm work made her 
accustomed to workktg in cold 
temperatures. "You just bundle 
up," Mullins said. 
According to Mullins, she has en- 
countered few problems ss the only 
female worker on the university 
grounds craw. 
The only problem she has ex- 
perienced involves "the physical 
part of not being able to do certain 
things like moving heavy objects." 
Mullins added that ahe gives it 
bar  best  try   regardess   of  bar 
limitations 
"I'm willing to try and do 
anything," she said. 
Apparently, other Physical Plant 
employees don't Hum to think 
Mullins has any limitations. 
"She's proved to be an excellent 
Worker." said David Williams, assis- 
tant director at the university's 
Physical Plant. "I don't regret hir- 
ing her for a minute."    ;\> , 
Although he had acme reserve 
tiona about hiring Mullins in the 
beginning, Walker said she has pro 
ven herself capable. 
"1 did have some apprehensions 
at first, her being the only female in 
the enure maintenance department, 
with the exception of custodians." 
he said. "She's been good for the at- 
titude of the whole crew." 
In addition to her duties with the 
grounds crew, which include mow- 
ing grass, trimming hedges and 
planting shrubs throughout cam- 
pus, Mullins ia kept busy with two 
pert-time jobs. She is also remodel- 
ing a house in Preacharsville, bet- 
ween Lancaster and Crab Ore hard 
in Uncoln County. 
Mullins said ahe and her room- 
mate Becky Hacker, a secretary at 
the Physical Plant office, are work- 
ing to remodel the inside of the big, 
old, two-story house on the Dix 
River. 
Along with her remodeling in- 
terests, Mullins also works st the 
Garrard County Stock Yard each 
Friday. 
At the stockyard, Mullins said her 
main duty is bleeding cattle or tak- 
ing samples to make sure they don't 
havs bangs. Bangs is a reproductive 
disorder that leads to fetus abor- 
tions and can be passed on to peo- 
ple through drinking un pasteurized 
milk. 
"You just stick a needle up in 
there, in the main vein of the cow's 
tail," Mullins said. 
Mullins said she also helps dehorn 
and castrate the cattle and keeps 
records on all the cattle. 
In addition to working at the 
stockyard, Mullins also works st a 
Richmond liquor store on Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Saturday nights. 
According to Mullins, her will- 
ingness to work comes from her up- 
bringing. "My parents taught me to 
be willing to work hard," Mullins 
said. 
In her spare time, Mullins said she 
enjoys s wide variety of activities. 
"I like to cook good ol' country 
grub. My favorite meal to cook is 
chicken and gravy biscuits," 
Mullins said 
She also enjoys camping, garden- 
ing, and traveling as well as 
collecting guns, knivee and T-shirts. 
"I like to keep house and do them 
things, too," Mullins said. 
Mullins also baa a pet American 
pit bull terrier named Shovelhead. 
In the future, Mullins said ahe has 
two  goals that  she'd  like  to 
accomplish. 
"I'd like to go to the Rocky Moun- 
tains in Colorado and have plenty of 
time to hike and see the country 
when I get there. Someday I'd like 
to build me a log cabal oat in the 
woods where it's very private, quiet 
and peaceful," she said. 
Progress photo/Brian Teater 
Carolyn Mullins works to improve the appearance of university lawns 
achievements of Henry Clay, 
Cssshis Clay and John Fee. the 
founder of Baree College. 
Another course, taught by Dr. 
Susan Willis of the borne economics 
department, will center around the 
relationship of the early church in 
Kentucky and iU effecta on other 
social institutions, such ss the 
family. 
The third course will examine 
hypotheses of the universe's struc- 
ture from 200 years ago and com- 
pare them with modern exploration 
of the galaxy. 
The class will be led by Dr. Jack 
Fletcher, director of the Hummel 
Planetarium, 
Creamer said participants take at 
least one course, but may enroll in 
all three if they wish. 
Along with offering training for 
the elderly. Elderhoatal also creates 
an opportunity for university 
students to earn academic credit in 
a special piobloms course 
The course, CDF 660 or 760. will 
be taught by Liaa Warner, an assis- 
tant professor in the home 
economics department. 
Students will receive academic 
credit by aarving as j«rkers for the 
Elderhoetel program during its 
week-long meeting from June 29 to 
July 6. 
Interested students must secure 
instructor approval before enrolling 
in the courses. 
According to Creamer, moat of 
the Elderhoetel participants are 
retired professionals. 
She added that Elderhoetel, an in- 
ternational program, is head- 
quartered in Boston, end par 
ticipanta coma from many regions 
of the United States. 
"We've apt people signed up from 
New York, South Carolina, North 
Carolina and California," said 
Creamer. 
According to Creamer, interested 
people are given a hat of all the 
schools hosting an Elderhoetel pro- 
gram and choose the rlassss which 
interest them moat. 
"Some places offer six or eight a 
year," said Creamer. The program 
ia offered on over 700 campuses 
with 17 Kentucky schools hosting 
an Elderhoetel program. 
According to Creamer, par- 
ticipants in the university's 
Elderhoetel will be staying in 
Walters Hal for the week of classes 
"The advantage of living on campus 
is that they get to know everyone,'' 
She added that moat of the classss 
will meet in the Burrier Bunding. 
According to Creamer, people who 
choose to commute to the classes 
will be charged lesser fees than 
those boused in the dorms. 
Enrollment in the program coats 
$206. Acconhng to Creamer, this 
cost includes lodging in the dorm 
and all meals during the week. 
Creamer also encouraged early 
enrollment. 
The program can accomodate up 
to 40 participants and it is filled on 
a first-come, first-served basis. 
Twenty-one of the openings have 
already been filled. 
Holiday commemorates Jewish exodus 
r 
By Debra Jasper 
Staff writer 
The observation of Passover, a 
spring festival which com- 
memorates the Jews' escape from 
Egypt, begfcta today. 
During the seven-day festival, 
work is not allowed on the first and 
last day of the celebration. 
While no campus activities are 
planned in honor of Passover, most 
Jewish students and families will be 
observing the holiday in their 
homes. 
According to Dr. Howard Eldot, 
an associate professor in the special 
education department, the Jewish 
feast is s very pleasant holiday and 
typically a family celebration. 
Special meals are prepared and 
during prayer certain rituals are 
performed 
"Prior to Passover, depending on 
your religious background, you 
would completely remove bread and 
sweets from your house," Eldot 
said. "Most families have special 
dishes and some havs special silver- 
ware." 
According to tradition, the 
Passover rites ware divinely ordain- 
ed aa a permanent reminder of 
Gods deliverance of the Jewish peo- 
ple from Egyptian bondage. There 
are two distinct festivals in the Bi- 
ble, the feast of the unleavened 
bread and the Passover, an 
agricultural feast. 
Only unleavened bread, called 
masxot, which Eldo said resembled 
a cracker, can be eaten. "When you 
are uaed to sandwiches, by the end 
of the week the adults are usually 
ready to eat bread again," Eldot 
said. 
He added it was also s lot of fun 
for the children. He said adults hide 
maxzot and the children hunt for it 
and get prizes. 
"We eat unleavened bread 
because when the Jews headed on 
out, they didn't have time for their 
bread to be treated," Eldot explain- 
ed "It ia called Passover because 
the Angel of Death passed over the 
homee of the Jews." 
According to George Nordgulen, 
university chaplain and a professor 
in the philosophy and religion 
department, the campus Jewish 
population is small 
"We have very few Jewish 
students now compared to when I 
first came to this campus, 
Nordgulen said. "I know of three 
Jewish faculty members and I don't 
know of any students. There may be 
some but I don't know them." 
Nordgulen also commented on the 
significance of Passover. 
"Passover is celebrated because 
this wss the night upon which God 
saved his people," Nordgulen said. 
"It ia a re-enactment of their Ex- 
odus out of Egypt. The holiday is in 
rememberance of the Jewish people 
finally leaving Egypt after escaping 
the rule of the king." 
Nordgulen said since Richmond 
baa no synagogue, most people go 
to Lexington to participate in the 
full celebration of the holiday. 
N>^v- V 
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Hall crowns new Miss 
B, SnuMSUk; 
Off mmixMliom. editor 
Thinaa bum to sizzle last 
Thursday night in Keene HalL 
The hearts of many a strong man 
were malting right on the apot. 
Four beauty quiane" •*—**** 
in a ateamy oonteet for the honor 
of Miee Keene Hall 
The contest waa not the or- 
dinary, runof-the-mill beauty 
pageant with cute girla strolling 
acroaa the stage. 
Nona of the bsantus in uua 
pageant had the perfect 36-24-36 
inch measurements, nor ware 
they even women. 
The winner of the coveted title 
of Miss Keens Hall, with the 
ma—iraiiiaHs of 38-26-36 inches, 
waa Eddie Stegleton, a freshman 
pea engineering major from Lin- 
coln County. 
As Miss Keene Hall. Singleton 
said he would like to travel exten- 
sively around the world. "I want 
to spread love and happiness all 
over the world." 
Princess I.aimee. also known 
aa Jim Biggs, placed second in 
the beauty contest. The princess, 
with har vary astounding 
42-36-39 inch figure, waa an im- 
migrant of royal lineage from 
Bugoslavia. 
She came to America to study 
mathematica because no one in 
bar country of 300 people could 
count higher than 10, said Biggs, 
a senior insurance major from 
Somerset. 
Har main desire. Biggs said, 
waa to revive the country's 
economy and teach fallow coun- 
tryman to count higher than 10. 
Biggs said he has watched the 
contest in the past This year he 
decided to actually compete It 
would be his last opportunity 
because he graduates next 
month. 
'The main idee is so people can 
come to see you make a fool out 
of yourself." Biggs said. 
Biggs said he competed 
because it looked like it would be 
a lot of fun. 
Along with the thrill and ex- 
citement of the competition 
comes the problems of dealing 
with the success such an honor 
brings to a student 
Friends have said Singleton's 
success has changed him. "He's 
awful  cocky   now,"   said  Jeff 
I photo/Sean Elkins 
Jim Biggs models a bathing suit in Keene 
Sowders, a longtime friend and a 
fi ashman architectural design 
major from Lincoln County. 
Another friend. Lewis Caudill. 
said he waa surprised Singleton 
actually entered the contest. "I 
never thought he'd do it," said 
Caudill, a fieahiimi business ma- 
jor from Unrein County. 
Singleton said the keys to his 
accomplishment ware the sup- 
port he received from Norms 
Long and the purple T-length 
drees she let him borrow. 
"If it wasn't for Norms, we 
wouldn't have won." Caudill 
said. 
Singleton said he told his 
parents be won the contest and 
they   ware  not  sure  how   to 
respond 
"That waa the Brat beauty 
pageant    I've    ever    won," 
Singleton said. 
Biggs said he did tell his 
mother he competed "She waa 
vary supportive." 
Singleton said the real rearon 
be decided to compete waa for 
the 160 awarded to the winner of 
the pageant. 
"I don't think ha liked to com 
pete," Sowders said. "But hell 
do juat about anything for 
money." 
When he did finally win. be 
took, the money and treated his 
friends to a night on the town. 
Small group assists 
Richmond in big way 
By Stars 
Staff writer 
The Student Social Work A seocia- 
tion la one of the smaller organiza- 
tions on campus, with only 10 to 16 
paid members. Bat what the 
association lacks in size it makes up 
for   la   work  it  doaa  for  the 
Ca*nTWFTasjlWli*.y 
The group la presently collecting 
canaof food in boxes in each dorm. 
The food wil be distributed to the 
needy in Richmond 
The group ia also sending 
volunteers to work in Richmond's 
hospice program. Hospice recently 
sent a speaker to talk to the social 
work students and the university. 
The speaker, Janet Brandenburg, 
a member of the university'a nurs- 
ing faculty, urged students in a 
Social Work 210 class and members 
of the Student Social Work Assoria 
tion to join the) hospice program 
Madison County's hospice pro- 
gram ia a local effort to provide 
spiritual, medical and emotional 
support to terminally ill patiente 
and their families 
The group also collected money 
recently to help a family who had 
been burned out of its home. 
Vicki Hamby. president of the 
aaaoriatlnn. said the organisation 
has two main purpose*. "It helps 
social work students gat to know 
each other on s different level, "she 
"It will be good to put on my 
realms because it shows I have 
leadership qualities." 
Roof, 21, a senior from Paducah 
majoring in social work said: "I've 
bean at Eastern two years, and a 
member for two years. But I've on- 
ly   been   an   officer   since   laat 
Carol Good, the faculty adviser 
for the group, said "The association 
provides a lisgliiiilng opportunity 
for students to be sftliated with a 
profaaatonal organization. It also 
providee students with a way to 
learn and grow." 
The —on* art on ia recognized as 
the university's chapter of the Na- 
tional Federation of Student Social 
Workers Karnaugh, a student 
member of the aalaa*3 organiza- 
tion, aaid not all students had the 
opportunity to join the national 
chapter. 
Membership in the campus 
aaaoriation ia open to full-time 
university students who desire and 
POMMs an intereet in social pro- 
blems and tha eodal work 
profession. 
Dues for tha group are 12.60 a 
"The second purpose ia to help 
people of the community," Hamby 
aaid. 
The group also helps the students 
get to know the teachers on a dif 
farant level. "Our teachere are vary 
informal. They are more like 
friends." said Hamby. 21. a senior 
social work major from Frankfort. 
"It ia a fine organisation," aaid 
Ann Kerbaugh, the group's 
secretary. "It's a great way to get 
to know tear bars and students in 
the eodal work major. I've made a 
lot of friends, snd the meetings give 
me a chance to get to talk to them.' 
Good aaid the group also holds 
fund raisers "We sell buttons out- 
side the arm and st professional 
meetings. We have students who do 
calligraphy and volunteer artists 
make tha buttons." 
Kerbaugh said the group would be 
buttons   sometime  next selling    
■ant sat ar. 
Kerbaugh, 22. a senior majoring 
in social wotk. said the organisation 
was fun snd helped har learn things. 
"That's a nice combination," aba 
"I think it's good to get involved 
early." aaid Grotchan Roof, the 
public  relations  officer  of the 
association. 
Gaining experience in social work 
ia important for the association 
because it triea to help students ob- 
tain internships at outside organiza- 
tiona. Hamby is presently interning 
at the Department for Social Ser- 
vicee in Versailles in the child pro- 
tection diviaion. 
One of the major activities for the 
group ia Social Work Career 
Awsreneee Day. This October will 
be the group's fourth annual career 
day. 
Good aaid "The students in the 
Student Social Work Association do 
all the planning, organize it and get 
the speakers And they do it very 
"We have a panel of students to 
answer questions from the audience 
about the program, "Kerbaugh aaid. 
"We alao have a key speaker to 
apeak on some area of eodal work. 
We have students from other 
universities and high schools coco* 
to the mnetaig. too. It'a a real fun 
day." 
The assods tion also tries to help 
pay the sxpaness of mambera who 
travel to ejaaeaasaaai meetings. 
Good aaid the organkation paid 
part of the coat for a student who 
traveled to Chicago laat November 
for a National Association of Social 
Workers Nstional Symposium. 
The student spent four days at- 
tending workshops and lectures 
dealing with the social work 
pi ofesaion. 
Opaakera from various agencies 
alao come to the university to talk 
to the group. 
Keith McCormich. an attorney 
from the state Office of Public Ad 
vocacy, spoke to the saanriaHon last 
semester about liability and 
malpractice insurant* in Human 
Services. 
Another speaker laat samametar 
talked about dealing with gay and 
lesbian famih' members, friends god 
co-workers. 
Doug Bumham. a professor of 
social work at the university, tried 
to help the group obtain a greater 
understanding of people's 
homosexuality 
The association alao sponsored a 
seminar laat semester on "How to 
Calm the Anxious Child" The pro- 
gram dealt with relaxation techni- 
quee for children with behavior 
difficulties 
Intramural 
update 
■ I. 
Five members of the university 
received a first-place award at the 
intramural triathalon held April 12 
Ed Hseg was the overall finisher 
in the intramural lilalliakai with a 
time of 66:40 minutes. 
The first place team consisted of 
Bob McKeodrick, Bob Stocks and 
Frank fUmerlall The group's time 
waa 66:20. 
Agnes Chrietxbsrg, a professor of 
physical education, placed first in 
the diviaion D category. Her time 
waa 1:12:69. 
FORE ! 
Duck down to Danny's 
and grab a new golf shirt 
for only $7.95 (with this ad) 
2" Letters: each only 30' 
sewing charge only $2.30 
»££ 
aaa University 
alhopplnfl Cantar 
RIonmond.K Y 4Q47D 
IT'S HOT 
The Summer Youth Program 
Make vour summt'i sijtlt' with .1 summer joh, I lu Private 
Indus! r\ Council (IMt'i W .>ik hxpenence IVt>jjr.im IWII'K.UI 
give vou valuable work experience in ,1 variet\ >■! fields. \\ I I' 
from I'll rhe Summei Youth Program It's Hot. "l-ou-incomc" 
guidelines applv. For more information contact: Hubert 
Hagan at l=<02) S82-1H4.2. 
ISLAND TANS 
•land Tana haa 
Regular Ratal 
1 vlaife 9-»„l 
B vlafea 81B.I 
IO vialta 8BB.I 
IS vialta S3B. 
lun Tan Lotion and Bathing Buita 
Monday Thru Friday J 
S a.m. - IO a.m. 
HOURS B"*"«*«*-y 
9 a.m. — 7 p.m. 
Sunday 
1 p.m. - S p.m. L 
Pfc'nrViy Shoes (2) 
No one knows athletic shoe* Hke Cuga." 
We're a step ahead with great 
canvas, stylet for easy living. 
Man's/Mg Roy*' / Youths' 
Only you'll know how frtfs you paid 
Shoppers Village... 
Spat prtcae good thru Tu— MosterCord, VHo. or Chotca. Open evenings > open Sun. 1-optn. 
Stock up for all of your 
derby needs 
at 
COLLEGE STATION 
derby glasses 99* 
?h 
Campus clips 
Fraternity holds contest   Scholarship given 
Phi Beta Sigma is apoosorin. a 
Matlo Yslk>Chu**in. Contest at 4 
p.m. today in the Powell Plan. 
Fraternities, sororities and in 
dapandanta are asked to supply a 
contestant for the event. 
There is ■ S 2 entry fee 
Ministers hold program 
The Campus Ministers' Associa- 
tion ia sponaorinf an alcohol 
awareneee program titled "Alcohol: 
The Unknown Monkey On Our 
Backs" at 6 p.m. today in the 
Chapel of Meditation. 
The meeting will be led by Dr 
Richard Shuntkh of ths psychology 
department Shuntich has done ex- 
tensive research in the area 
All are invited to attend 
Group holds seminar 
The Department of Biological 
Sciences wil sponsor a seminsr on 
"Studies On Food Intake and 
Assimilstion in a Smal Carnivore" 
at 1 p.m. May 2 in Room 123 of the 
Moors Buldlng. 
. The featured speaker will be Dr. 
J.L. Atkinson of the nutritional 
seiencee department at the Univer- 
sity of Guelph in Guekih. Canada. 
For more information, contact Dr. 
Barbara Ramay at 622-1643. 
KDTs spread sunshine 
The slaters of Kappa Delta Tau 
will be celebrating "Sunshine 
Week" Monday through Friday of 
next week. 
All students will be wished "Hap- 
py Sunshine Weak" and good hick 
on their finals by members of KDT. 
Gospel ensemble sings 
The University Gospel Ensemble 
will perform at 3 p.m. April 27 in 
Modal Auditorium for its 19th An- 
niversary Concert. 
. The concert will also feature 
specisl guests of The Clsrk College 
Inspiration Voice of Faith from 
Atlanta. 
Aurora available 
■- The 1986 Aurora literary 
magazine is now available for pur- 
chase at ths bookstore snd in the of- 
fice of Dr. William Button in Room 
133 of the Wallace Building. 
The cost is $1 each. 
The United Methodist Canter is 
offering a scholarship for the 
1986-67 academic year. 
The scholarship is available to 
United Methodist students who are 
juniors or seniors and whose majors' 
are in the College of Natural and 
Mathematical Sciences. 
To apply, or for more information, 
contact the Rev Mark Girad at 
6234846. 
Team advanced 
The Crunch Bunch, the universi- 
ty 's champion intramural basket- 
ball team, advanced to the semifinal 
round of the champion ship bracket 
at the Great Intramural Ken 
tuckiana tmootout at ths Universi- 
ty of Louisville eartiar in the month. 
However the team, which con- 
sisted of members of the football 
team, lost to Kentucky State 
University. 
Schools from around Kentucky 
and southern Indiana competed in 
the shootout. 
Free movie shown 
"Witness" starring Harrison 
Ford will be shown free of charge at 
7 p.m. April 28 in Roam 108 of the 
Crsbbs Library 
The movie is sponsored by the Of- 
fice of International Education. 
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KA traditions 
revived again 
Egg-Stra deliCiOUS Prograea photorChrtotophar Mate 
Robert Zielinski, a senior technical horticulture major from Cin- 
cinnati, participated in the Cod Hand Luke egg-eating contest 
last week. The hard-boiled egg-eating competition was sponsored 
by Dupree Hall. 
By SBBBBBM Btalsy 
Orgnaaaatione editor 
The South will rise again 
The tradition of "Old South 
Weak" waa revived again this year 
as part of ths Kappa Alpha Order's 
annual event. 
Tradition and ispie—nllng the 
"true gentleman'' at all events are 
both keys to the week's activities, 
said Todd Murphy, president of KA. 
'It's something that developed 
back in the '20a," said Murphy, a 
junior marketing major from Fort 
Thomaa. 
Tonight dte group will have a 
wine and cheese party at 6:30 at the 
McDowell House and will be 
tMsgpisssg fca sjssssbal t IsT thuir an- 
romnlishinsnl s in the organization. 
Numerous awards snd scholarships 
will be given. 
One of the moet prestigious 
swards for a KA member is the 
Robert E. Law award for a senior 
who contributed ths moat to the 
chapter. Murphy said 
Although Lea waa never really a 
member of the fraternity, he waa 
ssUcted aa a role modal for the 
organisation whan it began during 
ths Reconstruction Period after the 
Civil War. 
Murphy amid Lee represents the 
spirit of ths "true gentleman." 
"A true gentleman loved God and 
country,       protected       pure 
womanhood, practiced courtesy and 
magnanimity of ths spirit, and 
pre*erred self-respect to ill-gotten 
wealth." Murphy said 
Another award, in honor of former 
member Ferrill Fugats, is given to 
the member that beat exemplifies 
the characteristics of KA. 
The group will also announce its 
choice for ths honor of 'Ths Rosa" 
at the awards ceremony. 
"The Rosa" ia a woman selected 
to rspussnt the fraternity because 
shs   typifies   the   qualities   of 
Club sponsors championship 
Susanna Stalsy 
Organisations editor 
There is alwaya a first time for 
everything In this case, it will be 
the first time the university has 
hosted ths state championship in 
judo. 
The Ichiban Judo Club is hosting 
ths event. / 
Ths Kentucky State Judo Cham 
pionship competition is to begin 
around noon Saturday in the 
Weaver Gymnasium Teams from 
around ths state will compete. 
There were two basic reasons the 
university was chosen for the com- 
petition, according to Larry 
Howard, an instructor for the 
Ichiban Judo Club. One was because 
the university is centrally located 
and the second because of the size 
of the judo crab. 
The Ichiban Judo Club is one of 
the three largest dubs in the state, 
said Howard a graduate assistant 
who has earned a second-degree 
black baR. 
Howard has had experience in 
eight state competitions. 
He placed in the top three at five 
of the championships and was state 
cneBaBsai in 1976. 
Kentucky has been without a 
state championship competition for 
the past several years. Howard said 
ths stats championship competition 
waa disconUnued in 197a It wae not 
until this year the championship 
waa revived. 
"In recent years, the Kentucky 
Judo Council, which is the govern- 
ing body of judo in the state, decid- 
ed to reinstate the stats champion 
ships so that the best judo playsrs 
could get the recognition they 
deserved," he said. 
Both men and women will be com 
psting at the tournament There will 
be eight weight divisions for both 
men and woman. 
The competition will use the 
system of repechage elimination, a 
nationally recognized system of 
elimination used at the recent col 
lege National Judo Tournament. 
There are Ive-minute matches for 
man and four-minute matches for 
woman. 
Howard  aaid   plaques   will   be 
awarded to the first, second and 
third-place winners. 
The entry fss is f 10, or 916 if play- 
ing in both the regular champion- 
ship and the Kentucky 
championship. 
Registration will held from 9 a.m. 
until 11 am. 
The tournament ia open to the 
public freVof charge.  
Throughout the day. the fraterni- 
ty ia sponsoring it* Southern Bella 
Appreciation Day. Members an 
dressing in costs and ties and sing 
ing to their "belles" at the corner 
next to ths Powell Building. 
"Old South Weak" began on Mon- 
day with an event that is strictly a 
university tradition for the KAa, a 
pig roast. 
The events on Tuesday and 
Wednesday were dssignsd to honor 
and involve ths sororitias on 
campus. 
Tuesday waa the "Old South 
Olympics." Sororities competed in 
the tug-of-war, a pie eatkig contest, 
a ring toss gams, and a pyramid 
building contest on ths intramural 
fields. 
Last night was the "Share Crop- 
par's BalT' at a downtown bar. 
Each sorority nominated a 
woman for the ball's competition. 
Those nominated wore the tradi- 
tional southern-belle dress and were 
asked a series of questions to help 
the judgaa choose the ideal 
Southern Bslle. 
Highlighting ths events of ths 
week is the weekend in Gstlinburg. 
Tenn. The frstsrnity will have a golf 
limineiitsnl flaliiiilay afternoon and 
ths Dixie Ball in ths evening st the 
Bant Creak Country Crab. 
The crab ia operated by a KA 
alumni from another university. 
About «0 people are to attend the 
wsakand excursion in Gstlinburg. 
*    m                                       •■H 
• fttJ jMAR-TAIM 
BBBBBI 
OPTICAL 
BBBBT^^^ aaan 
anal sat        ^H 
^V '   '^waBBBBBBBBBBBBBa! 
B^aaUL'rSaH 
- jmMf 205 GERI LANE 
^M       (623-4267) 
\om TO FBBL  AT HOMI 
Richmond   KY    40475 
REMEMBER THE ARK? 
All in invited to stop by and visit our 
booth it Spring Expo. Roglstor for 
FREE ilbum glvi-a-wiy. 
/ 
Only one more 
issue remains! Call 
022-1872 to advertise! 
Noble Roman's 
FEED TWO FOR $5.99 
in 7 MINUTES 
Richmond "*^^P 62-GATTI 
The Best Pizza in Richmond, Honest! 
Thursday Night Spaghetti Nightl 
Call Noble Roman's Express Delivery at 623-4573 and 
order our 10" Monster® Pizza, the one with lots of top- 
pings and with almost three times the cheese of a 
regular pizza, for only $5.99. It will be delivered fast 
by our radio dispatched, oven-equipped truck, many 
times in 7 minutes or less. 
TRY THE BEST PIZZA AT THE BEST 
PRICE   DELIVERED   THE   FASTEST 
FROM NOBLE ROMAN'S 
Express Delivery Hours 5 p.m. to Midnight, 7 Days a week. 
COUPON COUPON 
$5.99 
1,10" Monster*  Pizza 
from MOBLE ROMAN'S 
express delivery 
good through April 27, 1966 
good only on EKU campus 
( ,()UP( >N COUPON 
All You Can Eat 
5 to 8 p.m. n.49 
1 r 
too OFF 
on any large 
Regular Crust 
Pizza or 
Deep Pan Pizza 
Not ralld with any othar dtacount or 
promotional  offar.  Coupon  aiplraa 
4.3Q^g        Ono coupon p»r party. 
Ttaa best ptau m *mm.lfc*+1 
L--£jVfr.i W--J 
100 OFF 00 OFF 
on any medium 
Regular Cruet 
Pizza or 
Deep Pan Pizza 1 
1 1 
1 1 
Mr. Gatti'e 
New 
Stromboli 
Sandwich 
a   Not valid with .nr olhor dlacount or   | j   Not valid with any othar dlacounl or 
.   promotional  offar.  Coupon  aipiroa    , .   promotional  oflar.  Coupon  aiplraa 
4J04«     Om coupon par party.    ' *       • 4-30-86 v  On. coupon pat party 
TaataMptatolows.*.-*:' Th. kM SBS* - asaS-Tr—«^ 
L--f>Mr.V«««ij»V--J »■ --€CMr. ItU ..J 
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Arts/Entertainment 
Art students 
to hold exhibit 
'Two Small Bodies' will perform as one of six bands Sunday for a concert in the Ravine 
Sunday concert set in Ravine 
By Darenda Dennia 
Art. ediUr 
Because of heavy raina and cold 
temperatures last Sunday, the 
Spring Concert Series scheduled in 
the Ravine was canceled. 
However, the three bands. Two 
Small BodiBs. East Coker and 
Golden Age, will team up with this 
Sunday's group of bands. 
In addition to the original three 
bands. Johnsons. I.S. and Velvet 
Elvis will perform 
The event, which is sponsored by 
University Center Board, will begin 
at approunatary 4 pjn. Sunday. 
According to Joey Osborne, chair- 
man of the pop concert committee, 
the concert has no set ending time. 
He said the bands are out to enter- 
tain and bring an alternative to Top 
40 bands. 
Osborne amid the idea of a Spring 
Concert Series has been in the plan- 
ning stages for several months 
"I had this idea that I wanted to 
bring more cultural music to the 
campus,'' Osborne said. 
Several of the scheduled bands 
have recently reJeaeed a compilation 
album from Splat Records in 
Lexington. 
Osborne said he and the commit- 
tee worked dossry with Jeff Duncan 
of Two Small Bodies to get the 
event together. 
Osborne said because Center 
Board didn't have an actual agency 
to work with, its intentions of hav- 
ing the concert earlier were 
hampered. 
"These bands are dxect. they're 
good bands that offer an alternative 
to rock music" Osboras said. 
In addition to Sunday's concert. 
Center Board will continue with 
another performance by SpeideL 
Goodrich and Iillie at 8 p.m. April 
29 in the Ravine. 
During Sunday's performance, 
hot dogs and sodas wil be sold for 
26 cents. Osborne said there is s 
chance that ice cream will be sold as 
welL 
By Pant Logs* 
Staff witter 
The university's annual student 
art exhibit will be open 7:30 tonight 
in the Giles Gallery located in the 
lobby of the Campbell Building. 
The student exhibition will be the 
last show fa the gallery for this 
academic year. Tim Glotcbach. 
associate professor of art, said this 
was because it allows students the 
whole year to organise and collect 
their work. 
"They usually have their beet at 
the end of the year." be said. Glotz- 
bacb said because the show is held 
attheendoftheschoolyear.it gives 
students something to feel good 
about over the summer. He added 
that the student exhibition is one of 
the most popular shows held. 
Any student who has been enroll- 
ed in studio art at the university 
during the year, or the previous 
summer session, may enter the art 
show. 
I ndependent as well as class work 
may be submitted. Each student 
may submit a maximum of six 
pieces and no more than three works 
may be from any given area. 
There will be art from many areas 
represented including painting, 
drawing, printmaking. 
photography,   jewelry,   ceramics. 
sculpture and graphic design. 
Each work submitted must have 
a title and must be properly framed 
or TTf-ttTd 
Tbs show will be juried by the en- 
tire art faculty and an award of 
merit and an award of excellence 
will be given. Glotxbach said 75 to 
100 pieces of art will be entered in 
the show and only the best work wul 
be accented 
Glotxbach said while a juror is 
someone who is respected for his or 
hsr expertise, reputation and 
knowledge, there is often a dif- 
ference of opinion bet ween jurors. 
He encourages students not to be 
upset  if  their   work  wsa   not 
While there will be judges from 
every area of art instruction, each 
one will judge everything They will 
not judge on* particular area. 
However. Glotxbach said it was 
helpful to have someone who was 
knowledgeable in a certain area in 
case a question STOPS or a procedure 
needed explanation. 
GloBtbach said the show, which 
will close May 3, is judged very pro^ 
fessionally. The judges are not 
aware of who the students are and 
students must have a certain 
number of votes in order to be in the 
show. 
Art students are encouraged to 
enter the show. However, it is not 
a requirement. Glotxbach said: "We 
talk to than about being profes- 
sionals. They get tbs benefit of 
entering a juried show which is what 
every artist doss." 
He also said it gives the students 
something to work toward. "They 
have a spsdrk goal set. They have 
spent time end effort on a piece hop- 
ing it will he in the show. It gives 
them a professions! attitude about 
art," be said 
OloUbach said the preparation of 
the show waa an »»«3Hwg time for 
people in the art department. 
"About 90 percent of the students 
look forward to it every year. If they 
feel good enough about a piece to 
put it in. they are beginning to feel 
good about art," he said. 
The main reason for tbs rule re- 
quiring a student to have had sn art 
class, according to Glotxbach, was 
to keep the show manageable "We 
couldn't take everybody. We don't 
have that kind of facility," he said. 
Tbs pieces featured in the show 
will be on sale, but prices will not be 
posted. 
Anyone kttereeted in purchasing 
an item should consult the gallery 
attendant. 
Glotxbach said he felt the show 
would allow the campus communi- 
ty to aee the quality of work 
generated in art rlassss 
EKU WED.    APRIL    30. POWELLCENTER 9 to 4 
HELP "SHOOT DOWN HUNGER" 
IN A 
BASKETBALL SHOOTING CONTEST 
- $1.00 SHOOT TILL YOU MISS 
1st AND 2nd PLACE PRIZES FOR 
GUYS AND GALS WHO MAKE THE 
MOST SHOTS. 
SPECIAL THANKS TO: 
SPONSORED BY: 
STUDENT 
SENATE 
* Walmart 
* Island Tans 
* Rose's 
* Western Steer 
* Bash Riprock 's     * Hecks 
* McDonalds * Bonanza 
* Crazy Shirleys , 
CENTER 
Eastern Kentucky University 
B9MD 
* >win iHmOiMG • *iLtmo—o -t■.'.,, . i eoe't 
IFC 
WDMC 
(All proceeds go to USA for Africa) 
•  ENTERTAINMENT BOARD 
* FOR THE UNIVERSITY * 
IS LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC 
STUDENTS WHO WANT TO HELP 
PLAN STUDENT ACTIVITIES FOR 
THE FOLLOWING COMMITTEES: 
LECTURES 
PROMOTIONS 
FINE ARTS 
SPECIAL EVENTS 
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC 
CENTERJ 
Till.™ Kenluckjt Unliirillf 
B^Lt 
APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED 
UNTIL APRIL 30. r 
FIGHT STUDENT APATHY! 
GET INVOLVED AND 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE! 
JBL   'lj??     ft *» 
^^ CONCERT 
IN THfc 
ALL CONCERTS FREE - HOTDOG AND A COKE 25« 
to 
Singer spends 
break at 
in Cincinnati 
park 
By HX 
Coestrlbeitiag wriu* 
If you happen to It visiting: King* 
Island this summer, you won't be 
the only university student at the 
amusement pork. Todd Marksborry. 
■ junior marketing major, will be 
performing six shows daily. 
Marksberry has boon aMSjdanf, 
many of his past few wjjail and 
one whole week in rehearsals for his 
summer job on stage in Cincinnati 
Marksberry said Kings Island 
holds auditions for its parformers all 
over the country. Marksberry said 
he gained the parks attention at the 
preliminary audition at the Univer- 
sity of Kentucky. 
He said there is an audition, a 
callback elknmation process and 
then a final audition at the park. Ac 
cording to Marksberry, there is st 
least on person from the university 
in every show st Kings Island. 
"They draw a lot of talent from 
here/ be said. 
Born in Florence, the 20-year-old 
said he began ringing with his 
mother in church and he credits her 
with his inspiration into show 
business. 
While on the football and track 
teams in high school, Marksberry 
also began entering talent contests. 
In 1982, he auditioned for the Ken 
tucky All-State Choir, and was 
chosen from anwmg several thou- 
sand young applicants. 
Marksberry said the choir is s 
select group that is known for its 
talent and the spring concert that 
it holds every year. The performers 
are selected through s stringent 
scoring policy and only thoae people 
who achieve the highest scores are 
chosen. 
Marksberry said he was s senior 
in high school when he was first paid 
for performing. "My first paying job 
was singing in weddings. I thought 
it was great to make money doing 
something that was so much fun. 
My first real contract, though, was 
at Darien Lake," he said. 
Marksberry said be performed s 
'50s-type review last summer at 
Darien Lake, a theme park in Buf- 
falo, N.Y. In addition to 
Marksberry, two other university 
students. Elaine Mullkts and Sally 
Wilfert, worked there, too. 
"It was great experience. The 
three of us performed and a band 
played behind us," be said. 
One of the reasons for the number 
of talented pople to be found hare at 
the university, according to 
Marksberry, is the influence of the 
university's show choir director, Dr. 
David Greenlee. 
"Dr. Greenlee is very supportive 
to the students in the choir. He does 
s fantastic job with the show choir, 
he really stresses the professional 
aspect of it Last summer, he made 
it a point to fry up and see all his 
students perform in thesr show, "he 
said. 
As s freshman at the university, 
Marksberry continued with his 
athletics on the track team and gave 
his singings back seat. "I sat out 
from aingkig a couple of years. 
Track pretty much contained my 
time," he said. 
Marksberry also became active in 
school organisations He is s 
member of the Beta Tbsta Pi frater- 
nity, s member of the university's 
show choir and a tnwrnhoi of the 
University Gospel Ensemble. 
Although he will be singing and 
dancing this summer, Marksberry 
said he considers himself more of s 
singer than a dancer. "I wouldn't 
put myself in the same category as 
a dancer, but it's a lot of fun," be 
said. 
The show choir meets twice a 
week for two hours st s time. 
Marksberry said. "We put on con- 
certs in the fall and spring. We do 
rock, pop, jacs and country songs," 
he said. "It's s lot of fun." 
All the choreography for the 
shows are done by the students, but 
Progress photo/Christopher Metz 
Todd Marksberry rehearses for a performance 
Marksberry said that's not for him 
For relaxation, be said the show 
choir offers s chance lor relieving 
tension "The show choir provides 
s release from all my business 
classes along with the intramural 
sports activities I have with my 
fraternity," he said. "I pitch for our 
fraternity Softball team Wednesday 
nights before my night class." 
Marksberry said he felt that this 
summer performance wfll probably 
be his last. 
"I like the security of s business 
career, and I might have to go with 
the career move. But if someone 
came along and offered me a job I 
might try ft, I mean, bow many peo- 
ple can make money doing what 
they like?" 
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Resume mania 
hits campus 
Looking far a summer job nsni 
to be the one thing that is most 
prevalent in the minds of most col 
logs students at the end of the 
spring semester 
I don't think there has bean a 
single day. "> the last three weeks, 
that someone hasn't asked if I've 
heard of any job openings. It 
doesn't matter whether I'm casing 
the halls of the Combe Budding, the 
Wallace Building or the Donovan 
Annex. 
It seems we've all outgrown the 
thoughts of a true "free, fun for all" 
summer vacation. 
Vacation? What a joke! 
Along with frantically finishing 
final projects and research papers, 
we've got to bog our minds down 
with thoughts of internships and 
valuable resume experience. 
In addition, our spare time is 
spent adding to raeumee and in- 
tensely seairntng the help-wanted 
ads in papers all across the country. 
I think bugging instructors for 
possible job leads is one of the most 
popular sources for us. 
Gosh, remember in high school 
when all you had to worry about 
was keening your car washed and 
waxed and finding parties for the 
evening ahead. 
It seems so long ago, but then 
And so 
dot. dot, dot 
Darenda Dennis 
again, it seams like otuy yeeterds' 
Then, the only worries I had wei 
getting the beet spot at the pool and 
trying to pikt all my friends in one 
car for a fun-filled day and night. 
OK, back to the job hunting and 
resume writing deal. If you've just 
started job hunting, you batter put 
a lot of energy and hard work into 
it, because many are ahead of you. 
You're up against graduating 
seniors and people who started the 
dreaded search for employment 
months ago 
Folks, it's "resume-mania" time 
again. That is unless you just hap- 
pen to be independenUy wealthy, 
which moat of us are not. 
After you've spent a week 
mllerting the awards you've receiv- 
ed, letters of recommendation and 
trying to remember the date of 
employment from part-time jobs, 
you're ready to put it al on the line 
And, you may easily be tricked in- 
to thinking, 'Uh-huh. It's over." 
Weil it's not; it's only just begun. 
And. it is hoped you've sold 
yourself we* enough in your cover 
letter to st least get an interview 
Prepare yourself for those letters 
of rejection, because if s almost in- 
evitable that you'll get at least one. 
Don't go out and tabs a bottle of 
sleeping pills, or buy s gun, and 
forget slitting your wrists, that's 
too nasty. 
Keep ssndmg those resumes and 
keep making those follow-up phone 
calls, because as you've heard it 
before, and you II bear it again - per- 
sistence pays off in the end. 
Concerts, recitals scheduled for April 
Pt ogress staff report 
The university's music depart 
ment will hold several recitals sod 
concerts starting this weekend with 
the seventh annual Spring Classic. 
The classic features 90 members of 
the University Singers and the Con- 
cert Choir. 
The Spring Classic is scheduled 
for 7:30 p.m. April 26 in Brock 
Auditorium. 
The concert wfll feature perfor- 
mances of choral masterpieces, such 
as Moaarts "Te Damn" and Paure's 
Requiem." 
Featured soloists for the "Re- 
quiem" wil be Richmond residents 
Verda Tudor, soprano, and Chris 
Simonsan, baritone. Tim Bnimfield. 
also of Richmond, wfll accompany 
on pipe organ. 
Dr. David Greenlee wfll conduct 
the performance, which is free and 
open to the public 
In addition, the University Con- 
cert Band will present a concert of 
band favorites at 3 p.m. April 27 in 
Brock Auditorium. 
The concert will feature lighter 
pieces such as favorites from 
marches and warhorse overtures to 
Appalachian folk songs 
The Concert Choir, directed by 
Perry Smith, wfll be special guests 
for the concert. The chorus will join 
ths band to present musicsl 
highlights from Rodgers and Ham 
merstims hit musical -Oklahoma." 
Rebecca Kolb-Chansy. a senior 
music performance major, will pre- 
sent a voice recital at 4 p.m. April 
27 in Gifford Theatre. 
Chaney has been a member of the 
University Singers. Opers 
Workshop. Madrigal Singers. Con- 
cert Choir and Women's Chorale 
She has also been s member of Delta 
Omicron Honorary Music Fraterni- 
ty and has appeared as a soloist 
with the University Orchestra. 
In addition to her academic 
career, Chaney has also sung profes- 
sionally with "The Stephen Foster 
Story" in Bardatown. She ia a stu- 
dent of Joan-Lorns Boewe. 
Chaney wfll perform a variety of 
works including Mozart's concert 
aria "Voi avste un cor fedele." John 
Jacob Nilee' "A Responaory, 1»48," 
snd Ralph Vaughn Willama' "The 
Pilgrim's Psalm." 
Joyce F srris, a voice student of 
Jacqueline Roberta, wfll present s 
mini-recital at 6 p.m. April 30 in the 
Keen Johnson lounge. 
F arris wil be arromnaniad by Dr. 
Kersten Werner, professor of 
English. 
Ths concerts snd recitals are free 
snd open to the public. 
For more information shout 
recitals or concerts presented by the 
muak department call 622-3266. 
In miMijjtwi to university concerts, 
ths Richmond Choral Society will 
present its snnusl "pops" concerts 
st 8 p.m. May 9 and at 3 p.m. May 
11 in Poesy Auditorium of the Strat 
ton Building 
Under ths direction of Linda H. 
Everman, the 86-voke choir wfll per 
form music of Rodgers and Ham 
merstein: s medley from "The King 
snd I" and a medley from 
"Oklahoma" 
The program also Includes music 
from "My Fair Lady" and'Briga- 
doon," as well as other runes from 
the *0a. '50s and '60s. There will be 
several sob voice ■sssrttoris per 
formed by various —fcara of ths 
group. 
Shirley Moaer will serve as the ac- 
companist for ths group. 
There will be an admission charge 
for ths "pops" conceits. Tickets 
may be purchased st ths door or 
from any member of the choral 
society before the concert dates. 
mm 
D  J SHOPPERS VILLAGE 
•In store Jewelry Repair &2A 02,77 
►Keepsake Diamonds 40% OFF °'6**~w   ' ' 
»Bulova, Seiko, & Pulsar Watches 
•Krementz Jewelry 
►Engraving 
►Ear piercing 
►Batteries for all Watches and Calculators 
EAR PIERCING CLINIC SATURDAYS 
ECONOMY DRUG 
College Park Shopping Center 
MOD.- Sat 9 am to 6 p.m. 
Phone-623<2336 
*F • 
J f   WE CARRY- c^Ve 
10 Percent off all prescriptions 
and non-sale merchandise 
.with Student I.D. 
I 
You Are Invited 
Your Merle Norman Skin Care Analysis and 
Personal Skin Care Routine b Just one of the 
many customized lessons we offer. We invite 
you to enjoy a beautiful experience at your 
Merle Norman studio with our unique "Try 
Before You Buy' concept.* 
* Demonstrations are FREE and you are under 
no obligation to buy. 
Merle Norman Cosmetics 
Killarney Lane 
624-9825  
Where Good People 
go for Good Food 
: BACON OlEBaURGg. 
: REG. FRIES i MED. SOfT 
:DRINK FOR $2.29 
i     .. •   •   t 
•Ytooferc 
" W-guMAK'N*'""!"'111 «•* 
: BUY A CANADIAN SUNRBE   BtSCUfT AT 
ITHERrGUARPRKE OF §1394 
: GET AN ORANGE JUKE FOR FREE! 
% 
w*>ai.t.- ■ ibsevev ' 
,  .  ■    >        ..—>■«•- 
.«B»#M,#.r<V-w«i«s- SSI 
.*»     *•...-•• I* ■      «   ' • 
*•■•■"- 
1 ,    - • ■: -    -. . -'   " 
, OtMfSOOd*o«24l»u*pM]0 IMS 
l&/?07/ff/0M/£j 
0 Delicious Arby's Roast Beef «/wdtf 
.^*'' 
Any Meat and Egg 
Filled Croissant 99- 
204   Limit one coupon per person per visit. 
Not valid with other offers. Coupon expires 4-30-86 
f!\   Regular 
Roast Beef Sandwiches 
202 
r* 
99- 
Limit one coupon per person per visit. 
Not valid with other offers. Coupon expires 4-30-86 
/ft   Beef'N Cheddar   $-   4Q 
fflfe Meal 2. »9 
Limit one coupon per person per visit 
Not valid with other offers Coupon expires 4-30-86 
203 
Captain D's. 
a great lit tie seafood place. 
1059 Bereo Rood. Richmond 
$J39 $499 French Fi ,e» 
Cola Slow 
Huinpuppiot 
: ■ 
■■■SHBiBiBiBisia cus nai cousoN 11 
FISH & FRIES 
OFN?Y$1.50 
Offer expiree May 16. 1986 
Not good »*! ooy oe»er 10«CM 
ItSMMB 
NStl 
Two tender fish fillets. 
natural cut french fries 
and 2 southern style hush 
puppies. 
Captain D*s. 
sIr««Tllftto IHlMSpeace 
I ■*■■■■■ CUP TUB COUPON ■■■! 
FISH & FRIES 
OFSLRY$1.50 
Offer expiree Mey 16. ISM 
No) BOOS •*» on* Vnw BJSSIS1 
ISM tereaSJ  i<w4 
Two tender fish fillets. »■ 
natural cut trench tries 
and 2 southern style hush 
puppies. 
Captain D*. 
a | reafllt I to lealsoS atace 
■ ■■■■■■■■ cur TUB COUSOW I 
FISH & FRIES 
OFN?V$1.50 
Offer expiree Mev 16. 19Mt 
MM oooa »» onr oe>ef sjassa 
cuoaeouni 
I. 
3 ■ 
: 
Two tender fish fillets, 
noturoi cut trench fries 
and 2 southern style hush 
puppies 
Captain D V 
a srasTuitls atateae) piece 
■ ■■■■■■■■■I CIS* THS COUPON ■■■■■■■■■■■§ 
CICLJ JL CDIEC ,wo '•nder htn flllet*' rlOn OC "KIEO natural cut french fries 
FOR    AJ   Cf\ and 2 southern style hush 
ONLY Ol.DU pupp.es 
Captain D*t 
a.reeflitttoee " 
k»aaoo»« 
• oacoura 
I I0S* Seree Iee4  «Kl>mene 
■ ■]■ ■»■■■!■■■■ CO* THS COUPON ■■ 
' 
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Sports 
Track team shines at UK 
By MikaMarsee 
Sports sator 
The mi varsity "s liuck and field 
taama enjoyed still another sue 
ceaaful weekend, as 13 Colonels 
came away from the Kentucky 
Relays with watches symbolizing 
a win in an event. 
The men'a and women's teams 
competed in the meet, held at the 
University of Kentucky's Shive- 
ly Sports Center on Friday and 
Saturday in ideal weather 
conditiona. 
"We fait like it was very suc- 
cessful." Coach Rick Erdmann 
said of the Colonels' efforts. He 
pointed out that the Colonels 
placed in moat of the events at 
Assistant coach Tim Moore 
■Creed. "We were very pleased 
with the performances,' he said. 
According to Erdmann. one of 
the highlights of the meet came 
Saturday in the women's 
100-meter hurdles. 
Sophomore Jackie Humphrey 
broke her own meet record, win- 
ning the event in l&M seconds. 
Teammate Grade Brown was se- 
cond at 13.80, and Karen Robin- 
son waa fourth at 14.23. 
Humphrey said she was 
'challenged by two runners at the 
beginning of the race, but she 
best them to the ground on the 
first hurdle. "I guess my lead 
legs are quicker,   she said. 
By the second hurdle, Hum- 
phrey waa pulling away. "From 
there it was my race," she said. 
Humphrey, who has already 
earned All-American status dur- 
ing the indoor season. said she is 
performing beyond her expecta- 
tions this season. 
"I'm really pleased with the 
way I'm running this year," she 
said. "I've unproved a lot on my 
form." 
Humphrey said she is still 
working to improve her speed 
between hurdles and to prevent 
twisting her body as she comes 
off a hurdle. 
Friday'a wins for the Colonel 
women      included      Allison 
Kotouch s  win   in   the   6,000 
meters with a time of 17:08.89. 
Janiece Gibson also won the 
triple jump at 38 fast, 7V« inches 
Melissa Coleman won a beat in 
the 400 finals 
Michael Carter gave the. men 
their only win in Friday's events 
with his win in the 400. which he 
ran in 47.62. Jeff Goodwin cap- 
tured a heat in the 800 finals 
In Saturday's events, the Cel- 
onels placed three women in the 
ton five of the 100. 
Rose Gumore won the event in 
11.86. Humphrey was fourth at 
12.34 and Donna Schuh waa fifth 
at 12.36. 
Gilmore also won the 200 with 
a time of 24.60. 
Schuh also won the long jump, 
clearing 19-2 V and Angie 
Barker captured the shot put 
with a throw of 49-11V4. Barker's 
shot put win was her second in 
two years at the Kentucky 
Relays 
Pam Raglin ran third in the 
800, at 2.08.82, and the 1.600. at 
4:22.68. She was also part of the 
Colonels' second-place team in 
the 4x400 relay. Another Colonel 
t*am was fifth in the 4x400. 
Two Colonel teams finished 
third and fourth in the 4x100 
relay. Brown was third in the 400 
hurdles with s time of 1:01.86. 
and Marilyn Johnson placed fifth 
in the 800 at 2:11.68. 
For the men's team, Satur- 
day's lone win came in the 4x400 
relay. The Colonels' team of 
Glenn Jackson, Goodwin, Roger 
Chapman and Carter finished in 
3:12.0. winning by .2 seconds. 
The sprint medley team, which 
ran the race in 3:23.40, lost a lead 
and the race to a team from 
Western Kentucky University. 
The Colonels made an im- 
pressive showing in the men's tri- 
ple jump although they got no 
win. 
Goodwin was second in the 
event, clearing 49-6'/«. He was 
over 2'/t feet short of the winn- 
ing jump. Anton Reece placed 
sixth st 47-2V4. 
Eagles edge 
Colonels in 10 
Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
Janiece Gibson soars in the triple jump at UK 
In the high jump. Colonel Ken- 
ny Wilson tied for third place at 
6-10. lees than 4 inches off the 
lead. Anthony Long finished 
fourth in the 200 with a time of 
22.27. and Jackson was fourth in 
the 100 at 10.97. 
The Keene Hall Stridera, a 
mixture of ineligible redshirt and 
transfer students, won the 4x100 
relay in 41.11. The team consists 
of Jerome Dorsey, Dwight An- 
drews, Derrick Williams and 
Vine* Scott. 
The women's team will host 
the annual Becky Boone Relays 
this weekend at the Tom 
Samuels Track. 
Erdmann said the meet will 
feature several Ail-American 
athletes. "There could be aa 
many aa 16," he said "It'll be 
really outstanding competition." 
The meet begins at 1 p.m. Fri- 
day. Other sessions will begin at 
6:30 p.m. Friday and 10 a.m. 
Saturday. 
The men's team will compete 
Friday and Saturday in the Penn 
Relays in Philadelphia. 
By Mike Maraee 
Sport- editor 
A win Tuesday over Morehead 
State University would have given 
the ColonaU baseball team a clear 
edge in the Ohio Valley Conference 
Northern Division race, but the 
F.aglee rebounded from a 4-0 deficit 
to win 6-4 in 10 innings. 
Colonel starter Rusty Clark pitch- 
ed just over nine innings in Tues- 
day's frigid conditiona at Turkey 
Hughee Field and was credited with 
Clark slowed all five Morehead 
runs, three of which ware earned, 
and gave up six hits. But he also 
struck out nine Eagles and walked 
only two. 
The Colonels offense gave him a 
4-0 lead in the fourth inning, and 
Clark, 6-2. made only two mistakes. 
One resulted in a home run by 
Morehead'a Bobby Trimble leading 
off the sixth The other came just 
one out away from a Colonel win 
whan Gary Jones tied the game with 
a two-out, ninth-inning homer. 
Despite the loss. Coach Jim Ward 
was satisfied with Clark's effort. "I 
think ha threw as wel as you can 
throw against them," he said. 
The Colonels are now 26-16 
overall and 8-6 in the OVC. They 
were one game ahead of Morehead 
in the division through Tuesday 
They kicked off the scoring in the 
bottom of the fourth whan right 
fielder Scott Privitara lad off with 
a home run over the right field fence. 
Brad Brian followed with a walk, 
and Clay Elswick's bloop single ad- 
vanced him to second. A fly out by 
Tim Redmon moved Brian to third 
Bob Moranda than drove him in 
on a hit-and-run play that moved 
Elswick to third, Elswick then 
scored on Mike Morrissey s single. 
A double by Frank Kramblas 
drove in Moranda for the final run 
of the innxig. All four runs scored 
off Eagle starter Scott SmaUwood. 
The Eagkw got on the board in the 
sixth on Trimble's longbalL They 
thra struck for two unearned runs 
h the seventh inning with two outs. 
Kyle Cragarreached on Morriaeey's 
error, the only Colonel miscue. 
Jonee followed with s single, and 
Mike Ishmaal drove them both in 
with a doubs) to dose the gap to 4-3. 
Then in the ninth, the Eagle* were 
down to their final out whan Jones 
sent a ball well beyond the fence in 
right field. 
The Colonels had a shot at 
winning in the ninth when Mor- 
riaaay lad off with a walk and mov- 
ed to third on a hit by Kramblas 
However, Kramblas waa thrown 
out trying to stretch it into a dou- 
ble. SmaUwood intentionally walk- 
ed two batters, and Bobby 
Hamilton came on to gat pinch- 
hitter Bobby Scannell to hit into a 
fielder's choice and Brian to fly out 
In the top of the 10th. Clark was 
lifted for Jimmy Miles after he walk 
ed Trimble A sacrifice bunt and a 
single left runners on the corners 
whan Ward brought in Joel 
Stockford, who gave up an RBI dou- 
ble to Brian Capnerhunt. 
The Colonsls had stil another 
chance in the 10th as Elswick led off 
with a double, but he was stranded 
there aa Hamilton forced the Col- 
onels into three straight grounders. 
Ward gave Morehead credit for 
its effort. "It waa a game they had 
towin," be said. "They had a little 
more desire to win than we did." 
The Colonels have a chance to 
clinch the title this weekend at the 
University of Akron. 
In other games from the past 
weak, the Colonela defeated 
Morehead 16-11 at home April 16 
behind a 17 hit attack. Clark pitched 
6tt innings, and waa the winner. 
Miles also worked two innings 
The Colonels then swept a Satur 
day doublahaadar at Youngstown 
State University, winning with 
scores of 6-3 and 17-1. 
In the first game. Ed Norkua gave 
up no hits until the fourth Inning 
and no runs until the seventh. He 
won the game to go to 2-4. 
The ColonaU racked up 22 hits in 
winning the nightcap. Elswick hit 
two doubles, a triple and his 22nd 
home run. Jeff Cruse. 7-0, went the 
distance for the win. 
We're Bloomin' 
with Bucks 
for 
Madison County Public 
Library Fund 
To date-we've put $ 400.00 on our lobby 
Money Tree—money that'll be given to 
Madison County Public Library Fund 
Want to help? Apply for your Money Tree Card-or, it you have one- USE IT. 
We're donating $.25 per transaction to Madison County Public Library Fund 
Now, thru April 30th 
RICHMOND 
BANK 
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 
Member FDtC 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
* 
* 
BASH RIPROCK'S 
128 Main Street 
For Delivery Call: 
624-BASH 
Live Entertainment 
Wednesday, 8 p.m. 
$1.50 Pitchers - all day 
25' Mugs 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
****************************** 
present 
MUSIC TELEVISION0 
Richmond's First MTV Night 
featuring 
IALAN HUNTER 
LIVE IN PERSON 
FRIDAY, 
APRIL 25 
doors open G p.m. 
• LIVE TELECAST 6 - 10 p.m. 
(in Richmond - Centel Ch. 4) 
• LIVE STEREOCAST 6 - 10 p.m. 
(in Richmond WMCQ - FM 102) 
COMMEMORATIVE MTV T-Shirts, 
Specials, Prizes and Surprises. 
if you can't attend, watch MTV nation- 
wide at 9p.m. to see what you're missing! 
Maroons pass 
to 27-14 win 
By Mike Mar** 
Sport, editor 
The football team's annual 
Maroon-White scrimmage became a 
showcase for Mike Whitaker and 
AJvin Blount. as they lad to lead the 
Maroon teem to a 17*14 win over the 
White team. 
Whitaker paased for four 
touchdowns, three of which were 
caught by Blount, in Saturday's 
game at Hanger Field. The scrim- 
mage marked the end of spring 
practice. 
Whitaker, ■ senior who started for 
the Colonels at quarterback last 
season, completed 19 of 33 passes 
for 197 yards and a two-point con- 
version. He played the entire game 
for the Maroon team. 
Blount, a senior split end, caught 
10 of Whitaker'a passes for a total 
of 88 yards. 
Coach Roy Kidd spoke well of the 
performance of both players. 
"I thought Mike threw very well," 
he said, adding that Bount, at 6-4 
and 220 pounds, was not hard to 
find. "He's a big target." 
Mike Cadore caught seven tosses 
for 96 yards and one touchdown for 
the Maroon squad, and David 
Hensley rushed six times for 41 
yards. 
The White squad was led by 
tailback James Crawford who rush- 
ed 23 times for 127 ysrds. Matt 
Wallace started at quarterback for 
the White team and completed five 
of 12 passes for 43 yards. He shared 
the position with Greg Parker, who 
was 4-for-l 1 for 96 yards and one 
touchdown. 
"I think the game basically waa 
a fun game." Kidd said He noted 
that heavy practices had ended for 
the team about a week earlier. 
He said the team worked primari- 
ly on specific situations in this 
spring's scrimmages, and it got 
back to basics in practice. 
"We worked hard on technique 
and fundamentals," Kidd said. 
The Maroon team began the scor- 
ing in the second quarter when 
Whitaker hit Blount with a 6-yard 
scoring pass 
Later in the quarter, the pah- 
hooked up again from 21 yards out. 
Attempts at a two-point conversion 
failed on both scores. 
The White squad closed the gsp 
to 12-7 in the third quarter whan 
Crawford ran 49 yards for s 
touchdown. But the Maroon team 
got the posits back when Whitaker 
hit Blount. first from 3 yards out for 
six points, then on a conversion 
play. 
The Whits team scored on a 
34-yard pass from Parker to Scott 
Draudt in the fourth quarter to close 
the gap to 20-14. 
But the Maroon club scored on 
another Whitaker pass, this,: one 
from 62 ysrds to Cadore^/ 
The passing game may well have 
been aided by injuries to five key 
defensive players. Kidd pointed out 
that the defense held the offense to 
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Cagers 
sign 
recruits 
Quarterback Mike Whitaker, center, is sacked 
just three points in s scrimmage 
earlier this spring. 
But he said he was pleased with 
the play of Tim Hailing and Ron 
Jekal at linebacker, where the Col- 
onels have only two experienced 
people returning. 
"I thought they worked hard," he 
said. "We've got to have some of 
those kids." 
Hailing was the defensive star of 
the day with eight tackles and two 
assists. 
Kidd indicated that the Colonels 
are stacking up well for the fall 
schedule. "First teamwise, we can 
be a pretty good football team. 
"I think the key to our success 
next year is for us to come back in 
good shape and stay healthy," he 
Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
by Jesse Small 
said. 
The team opens the 1986 season 
Sept. 13 when its hosts the Univer- 
sity of Tennsssss Chattanooga. 
In addition to Ohio Valley Con- 
ference foes, the schedule also in- 
cludes a home game with the 
University of Central Florida and 
games st Marshall University and 
Western Kentucky University. —-. ~~—.—•— a n s a n i n ,        west i i  
Colonel netters roll over Morehead, fall to UT 
H„  MIL. &J-.— '.: .     . By ike Marsee 
Sports editor 
The university's men's tennis 
team continued its charge toward 
the Ohio Valley Conference cham- 
pionships with s shutout win over 
conference foe Morehead State 
University. 
However, the Colonels followed 
that win with a non-conference loss 
to the University of Tennessee on 
the road. 
The team has just one match re- 
maining before the OVC tourns- 
ment, which begins Friday at Ten- 
neesee Tech University. 
Coach Tom Higgine indicated 
that the team is reaching its peak 
at the right time. "We've playing as 
good now as we can possibly play, 
be said. 
He said it was no secret that Mur- 
ray State University is s "decided 
favorite" to win its eighth straight 
conference title, but he cannot dis- 
count his team's dstanwl 
"We've got an indirect shot at 
them," Higgins said. 
The Colonels' April 16 match with 
Mrs at teed was moved indoors to the 
Greg Adams Building due to incle- 
ment weather. 
Only one match went to three seta 
as the Colonels turned in s 9-0 win 
over the Eagles. 
Andrew DiNola, the Colonels' No. 
1 seeded singles player, took a 6-3. 
2-6. 6-3 wai over Paul Hope. 
No. 2 ssed Chris Smith picked up 
an easy win when Morehead's 
Dominic AuChong defaulted. 
Jim Lakta. the Colonels' No. 3 
player, won 6-2, 6-2 over John 
Patrick. Laltta holds the Colonels' 
best overall record in slisjlss play at 
14-8. He is 4-2 in the OVC. 
The Colonels'Scott Patrick was a 
6-4, frO winner over Glen Conyers. 
No. 6 Chris Brown rolled over 
Steve Conn 6-2.6-0. and Brian Mar- 
cum blanked the Eagles' Rick 
Caldwell (M), 6-0 in the No. 6 singles 
match. 
AuChong's default had an effect 
on doubles play, sa DiNola and Mar 
cum were credited with the win in 
the No. 1 match. 
The Colonels' No. 2 teem of Smith 
snd Scott Pstrick defested 
Morehead's John Patrick and Conn 
6-1,6-1 to improve their conference 
record to 6-1. 
Laitte snd Brown, the No. 3 
tandem, defeated Conyers and 
Caldwell 6-2. 6-1. 
The Colonels traveled to Knox- 
ville on Friday, where Tennessee, 
ranked 14th in the country, took a 
6-3 decision "We played really 
well," Higgkis said of the Colonels. 
The Colonels' sole win over the 
Volunteers to singles play waa pro- 
duced by Brown, who defeated Jeff 
Chambers 7-6, 6-3. 
DiNola and Marcum won their 
doubles match 6-3, 7-6 over Tim 
Leos snd Mike Pittard, and Smith 
and Scott Patrick were 6-3. 2-6, 7-6 
winners over Tennessee's Chambers 
and Carlos Garcia. 
The Colonels ware scheduled to 
host Centre College yesterday. They 
end the regular season today with 
s 10:30 am match against the 
University of Akron. 
The two teams will be m«iring up 
the match that waa postponed April 
6. 
The Colonels will leave soon after 
the match for the OVC tournament. 
By Mike: 
The university's two Hasksthsll 
teams continue their charge down   , 
the recruiting trail looking to beef 
up their rasters before the current 
signing period ends May 16. 
The man's team has gone the 
junior college route, signing two 
players from junior coUsges in the 
South. Meanwhile, the women's 
team has received signatures from 
two high school teammates. 
Ben Philips, a sVwM forward, and 
Curtia Stephens, s 6-11 point guard, 
will join Tyrone Howard to com- 
prise this year's recruiting class to 
date for the men. 
Phillips comes from Westark 
Junior College in Ft. Smith, Ark., 
where he wsa that school's all-time 
leading rebounder. 
Last year, Phillips averaged 10.3 
points and 98 rebounds st Westark. 
which went 26-11 and earned a trip 
to the national junior college tour- 
nament His team finished eighth in 
the country at 36-6 in 1984. 
Stephens averaged 12.3 points 
and five rebounds st Northwest 
Mississippi Junior College in 
Senatobis, Miss. He also had 44 
steals. 
The Colonels could sign more 
players in the coming weeks. 
Joining Coach Dianne Murphy's ! 
women's team are Pam Gooch and 
Feliss Johnson, teammates at 
Pranklin-Sunpson High School in 
Franklin. FrankJm-Sirnpson was the 
runner-up ki last month's girls state 
tournament. 
Gooch earned first team all-state 
honors for two years there, sverag- 
ing 22.4 posit* and 8.6 rebounds 
Murphy called her "one of the best 
shooters weVe had in our program." 
Gooch wss second in the voting 
for Kentucky's Miss Basketball. 
Johnson averaged 93 points and 
9.7 rebounds. "Feliss is just s great 
rebounder," Murphy said. 
She waa an all-district player for 
three years at FrariklavSimpeon, 
"They both do everything well," 
Murphy added. "Not only are they 
outstanding players; they're fine 
young women. They'D hsvs s 
tremendous impact for us in their 
freshman season." 
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Women 
prepare 
for OVC 
By MlkeMarsee 
Sporta editor 
As the women's Unnla team «p- 
proechss the and of iU regular 
season, it looka to thai weekend's 
Ohio Valley Conference tournament 
with serious hopes of bringing home 
the crown. 
The Colonels will travel to 
Clarksville, Tenn , today for the 
Ohio Valley Conference champion 
ships at Austin Peay State 
University. 
The IMDI ia considered to be one 
of the favorite* in the tournament, 
which hsa.fcis Friday and continues 
through Saturday. 
Other strong contenders for the ti- 
tle are Middle Tennessee State 
University and host Austin Peay. 
Graduate assistant coach Melissa 
Whitt said the Governors are pro- 
bably the favorite going into this 
weekend's play. 
"Austin Peay appears to be solid, 
but they don't appear to be 
unbeatable,'' Whitt said. 
Whitt said the Colonels will be a 
team to be reckoned with at the 
tournament. "We hope to win the 
whole thing," she said 
Jesnis Waldron, the Colonels' No. 
3 singles player and half of the No. 
1 doubles team, said the team 
should be around when the tourna- 
ment ia over. 
"We've got just as good a chance 
at winning aa the next team," 
Waldron said. She added that depth 
was one of the Colonels' advantages. 
"Their top girls are strong," 
Waldron said of Austsi Peay and 
MTSU. "But we can wkt in the long 
run. We've got the best team going 
into it." 
Waldron said she feels the team 
is playing its best tennis as the 
season winds down. She said the 
players are applying what they have 
learned through the season to the 
OVC finals 
Waldron, the lone senior on this 
year's team, said the tournament is 
special to her because it is her last 
chance at a conference title. 
"I'd like nothing more than to 
leave with a nice ring," she said. 
The Colonels lost two of lsst 
weekend's three matches. They 
opened by defeating Brenau College 
8-1 at Gainesville. Ga. 
Waldron said Brenau an all-girls 
school, "wasn't the toughest we've 
seen," but it gave the players a 
Dreaming developer 
to overhaul facilities 
Progress photo/Christopher Metz 
Dee Cannon swings away in a recent match 
chance to work on their games. 
Later in the same day, the Col- 
onels traveled to Atlanta, where 
they were beaten 8-1 by Emory 
University. 
Pam Wise and Trad Parrella pick- 
ed up the team's only win from the 
No. 2 doubles slot, although the 
other two doubles matches lasted 
three sets. 
"Our doubles . .. surprised 
them," Wsldron said. 
On Sunday, the Colonels were 
beaten 5-4 st home by Austin Peay. 
Three Colonel wins were defaults 
caused by injuries to two Govs. 
Wise and Sabrina Miles claimed 
a win at the No. 2 doubles position. 
Sportlights 
TopperS fill  VaCanCieS succeeds the retinnR John Oldham. 
There have been many times in 
my life when I dreamed of assum- 
ing the role of some powerful person 
for various self centered reasons. 
At this mm, I wO tab on the fic- 
tional role of a develops! who has 
been i iiiiiiia'saksiail by the universi- 
ty to make improvements on the 
athletic farilitise 
Some changes I will recommend 
because I fed they need to be made. 
Other rhsnges would simply look 
better. Still more changes would 
come about simply because I want 
them to. 
I realize athletic officials will 
scowl as tbsy read this because the 
money ia not available to make the 
improvements I suggest. And I 
realise if the money was there, there 
ere more important ways to spend 
it at this time. This is merely a 
thought; something to consider and 
daydream about. 
We begin in Hanger Field, where 
a little decoration here and there 
would surah- make the place look 
better. Am I the only one who is 
tired of using gray concrete and 
gray bleachers? 
While we're there, let's put in 
some lights so well never again 
have to bear the torturous heat we 
felt in last season's first two home 
games. 
And let's kistall an elevator, just 
for the heck of it. The Begiey 
Building is slmost totally accessible 
for the handkapped, but I wouldn't 
want to wheel myself up those 
ramps to the sixth floor. 
At Tom Samuels Track, there 
doesn't appear to be much need for 
improvements, with two exceptions. 
It seems there should be some 
sort of shelter to protect runners 
from the rein and sun. It's only 
logical 
And let's put a couple more gates 
r9l 
aW 
Out 
in left field 
Mike Marsee 
in the fence. A runner could spend 
more time looking for the entrance 
than on the track. 
There isn't time in the offseason, 
but it would be nice if the outfield 
at Turkey Hughes Field was level- 
ed off. It's a nice-looking field now. 
but it goes noticeably uphill in the 
outfield 
Some lights there would also be 
helpful Baseball's s great game in 
the ■""■*»<«— but night games 
would draw more students and 
create enthusiasm. 
. Perhaps they could use the lights 
on the driving range near the Strst 
ton Building. Are those really 
neceeeary? Don't they still install 
headlights In new cars? 
How about a real wail in the out 
field? Chafe-link fences are outdated 
and hard to eee. The ball doesn't 
bounce) off of them, either. 
Two more things I'd lie to see at 
the baseball field are a concession 
stand (at least some soft drinks) and 
s set of Port-O-Leta. 
On to Ahimni Coliseum First of 
all. speaking for the photographers 
at this paper, put some real lights 
in there. Please. 
In addition, there should be a way 
to bring the fans closer to the action. 
Even fans in the front rows are 
detached becau-s of the wall sur- 
rounding the Door. And from the 
floor, one appears to be in a pit. 
The   Weaver  Health  Building 
would   be  a  nice  place  to play' 
volley ball were it not for two things. 
First, the ceiling is too low. but 
that can't be helped. Second, the 
fans, as in Alumni Coliseum, are 
just not close enough to the action. 
In Weaver Gym, the volleyball 
bleachers are so far back from the 
sidelines that a view from a lower 
row ia one of the worst seats in the 
house. v 
And the roof leaks. 
As for other intercollegiate 
facilities, the Greg Adams Building, 
the indoor tennis center, could use 
any extra Mghte from the installs- 
tion at AC. That building ia another 
photographer's nightmare. 
In general, there isn't a 
scoreboard on the campus that 
doesn't need replacing. 
The two relics in AC should be 
replaced with one huge scoreboard 
on the plain white wall at the east 
end. One that registers 20 minutes 
on the clock and doesn't insult our 
intelligence by telling us when the 
clock is stopped 
The baseball scoreboard, con- 
verted from football use, and the 
football board, converted from old 
circuits, should also be hurled from 
the bridge at Clays Ferry. 
Two faculties I have no quarrel 
with are Hood Field and the golf 
course at Arlington. 
I could goon and on about need- 
ed improvements at the intramural 
fields, the AC parking lot basketball 
courts   and   other   venues. 
But 111 cop out by stopping at in- 
tercollegiste facilities only.    ( 
No one's going to whip out, the 
checkbook because of this coluinn. 
As I said, there are more important 
things to spend money on right now. 
But wouldn't it be nice? 
Western Kentucky University of- 
ficials filled two of that university's 
positions in the sthletic department 
last week. 
Murray Arnold, a former assis- 
tant coach with the Chicago Bulls 
of the National Basketball Associa- 
tion, was named to replace Clem 
Haskina as men's basketball coach. 
Western has also named former 
Hill topper football coach Jimmy 
Feix as the school's athletic 
director. 
Feix, who was 106-688 in 16 years 
ss head football coach at Western, 
Publication praised 
The university's Division of 
Sports Information was awarded 
third place in the Collegiate Sports 
Information Directors' Associstion 
District Four Publications Contest 
for ite 198888 women'a basketball 
media guide 
The competition involved schools 
from five states The media guides 
were judged for overall appearance, 
content, information and the cover. 
The sports information office pro 
ducee 14 publications annually 
Golfers place 12th at OSU 
o Progress staff report 
The university's golf team turned 
in a 12th-place finish last weekend 
at the Kepler Intercolegiate Golf 
Tournament at Columbus, Ohio. 
Ohio State University hosted the 
tournament, which wss shortened 
by rain. Golfers played 27 holes on 
the first day and only nine holes on 
the second day. 
The Colonels checked out with s 
team score of 839. Ohio State won 
the tournament for the 14th time in 
18 years with an overall score of 
602. It was the Buckeyes' sixth 
straight Kepler title. 
Miami (Ohio) University was 20 
strokes back in second place with a 
score of 622, and Ball State Univer- 
sity was thkd at 627. 
Ohio State's Chad Willis won the 
individual title. For the Colonels, 
Fred Mattingly and Steve Smitha 
tied aa lowest individuals with 
scores of 169 each. 
Mattingry turned in rounds of 81, 
38 and 40. while Smitha shot 77. 44 
and 38. 
Ron Quaman fired rounds of 80, 
41 and 39 in his two days for an 
overall score of 160. 
Bruce Oldendick's shot 161, and 
John Diana completed the squsd 
with a 167 tournament. 
Coach Lew Smither remarked that 
once the poor conditions and cir- 
cumstances were taken into ac- 
count, "our kids played pretty 
well." 
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